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The portable communications industry’s vision of integrating a complete multimedia

complex on a single die, coupled with the desktop computing industry’s vision of inte-

grating multimedia functionality into general-purpose microprocessors has trans-

formed lowering the power dissipation of digital signal processing (DSP) datapath

circuits into an increasingly important challenge in current and future fabrication pro-

cesses. Fully-static CMOS logic accompanied with supply voltage scaling has enjoyed

widespread usage in lowering datapath power dissipation over the last decade. How-

ever, fundamental limitations preclude device threshold voltage scaling under the con-

stant drain-source field scaling paradigm in future deep-submicron processes,

imposing limitations on voltage scaling. This has motivated a strong necessity for

exploring new methodologies to lower the power dissipation of next-generation high-

speed datapath circuits.

This thesis investigatesMixed Swing techniques for reducing the power dissipa-

tion of static CMOS datapath operators while retaining their high performance, or

equivalently lowering their energy consumption per switching operation (energy/oper-

ation). Mixed swing techniques employ multiple operating voltages to implement

standard datapath primitive functions by intermixing high- and low-voltage signal

swings while driving interconnect and gate-fanout load capacitances at reduced volt-
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age swings. Static and dynamic, single-ended and fully-differential mixed swing

approaches are investigated to demonstrate the ability to voltage-scale more aggres-

sively than static CMOS well into the deep-submicron regime.

Posynomial formulations for power and delay based on submicron MOS models

are derived for mixed swing circuits to study and exploit the additional degrees of

freedom available in their design space. On the basis of these models, optimization

strategies for minimizing energy/operation are proposed and their efficiency is demon-

strated on DSP datapath circuits. Worst-case process and temperature corner analyses

are conducted to study low-voltage manufacturability and noise immunity challenges

in mixed swing circuits. On-chip low-voltage series regulation approaches are devel-

oped to efficiently offset intra- and inter-die threshold variations, offering improved

low-voltage manufacturability than full-swing static CMOS, while preserving high

noise immunity. Further, on-chip series regulation eliminates the necessity for addi-

tional explicit off-chip supplies, transforming mixed swing techniques into a self-con-

tained methodology which can replace full-swing static CMOS operating between a

regular, high-voltage supply without warranting any technology or system-level modi-

fications.

Experimental results showing substantial energy/operation savings are presented

from (i) fabricated ICs and intensive circuit simulations on fixed-point DSP multi-

plier-accumulators over a range of operand bit-widths, power supply voltages, and

commercial 0.5µm-0.16µm bulk-CMOS and fully-depleted SOI processes, and, (ii)

data buses and multicast datapath nets of the floating-point units of two industrial

next-generation multimedia-enriched microprocessors presently in design in a 0.16µm

bulk-CMOS process.
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1Introduction

1.1 Motivation

There has been an accelerated consumer market demand over the last decade

for portable communication devices with more and more multimedia function-

ality (e.g., bidirectional motion video, handwriting and voice recognition etc.)

integrated onto them. Fueled by rapidly scaling feature sizes into the sub-

0.25µm era, this has led to the vision of integrating a complete multimedia

complex on a single die [Sasaki96], [Borel97]. With the major limitation to

portability being battery space and weight, this has made lowering the power

consumption of portable multimedia devices an increasingly important chal-

lenge in current and future technologies, in order to prolong battery life

between successive charges. A majority of portable multimedia devices are

essentially Digital Signal Processing (DSP) circuits interfacing with informa-

tion from the real-world environment and/or human operators, and so there

exists a strong motivation to minimize the power consumption of DSP circuits.

In addition, DSP tasks, especially real-time applications, require maintaining a

fixed rate of computation or throughput, and there exists no freedom to per-

form the computations at a slower rate (or motivation to perform them at a
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faster rate). This makes it imperative to achieve the low-power objectives with-

out sacrificing performance.

While the trend towards low-power has predominantly been driven by port-

ability limitations, the desktop computing industry has also contributed to this

trend. The growing integration of multimedia functionality onto general-pur-

pose microprocessors coupled with rapidly increasing integration density has

pushed integrated circuit (IC) power density (measured a IC power consump-

tion per unit die area) to extreme limits making on-board heat dissipation a

challenging and costly task. In addition, high power densities contribute to an

increase in the junction and substrate temperatures which aggravates several

high-temperature failure mechanisms such as thermal runaway, junction

fatigue, and electromigration, causing an exponential degradation in the com-

ponent’s reliability with time [Chatterjee95]. These factors have made power

reduction of multimedia-enriched microprocessors targeted for desktop mar-

kets as well a top priority in their traditional performance-area-reliability

design space.

1.2 Thesis Focus

A majority of DSP circuits (e.g., Finite Impulse Response filters, convolution

kernels etc.) are essentially signed, fixed-point datapath operators, specifically

multiplications and/or accumulations. At the heart of a majority of DSP datap-

ath is a multiplier-accumulator (MAC), typically short bit-width (8 - 24-bits),

since this operand range dominates most DSP applications. The MAC lies

directly on the critical circuit delay path and hence determines the operating
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clock frequency; many DSPs characterize their performance in terms of the

number of MACs performed per second [Allen85], [Lapsley96]. Further, data-

path operators display high switching activity due to both inherently high static

transition probabilities and considerable amount of spurious transitions due to

dynamic hazards. The high activity factors coupled with their high throughput

requirements makes datapath power, essentially dominated by the MAC power,

a substantial portion of total power of DSPs. Figure 1 illustrates this trend for

three commercial CMOS DSPs and general-purpose RISC processors targeted

for DSP applications: the datapath power component ranges from 39%

[Wailee97a], [Wailee97b] up to 50% [Nagamatsu95], [Izumikawa97] of their

respective total power. Therefore, there exists a strong necessity to focus atten-

tion on lowering the power consumption of DSP datapath circuits in general,

and MAC circuits in particular.

The primary focus of this work is to investigate approaches to lower the

energy/operation of datapath operators that are widespread in DSP applica-

FIGURE  1 Datapath circuit power dissipation trend of commercial DSP/RISC processors.
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tions. Energy/operation is defined as the energy consumed by a digital circuit

per switching operation, or equivalently, the product of its power dissipation

and operating clock period. The key challenge addressed in this thesis is to

investigate approaches to minimize datapath circuit power dissipation while

maintaining their high, target clock frequency specifications.

1.3 Research Overview

This thesis exploresMixed Swing techniques that enable more aggressive volt-

age scaling than fully static CMOS in order to reduce the energy/operation of

datapath circuits in standard submicron bulk-CMOS and SOI fabrication pro-

cesses. Mixed swing techniques employ multiple power supply voltages in

order to expand the degrees of freedom available in the power-performance

design space of static CMOS circuits. Standard digital logic gates are imple-

mented in multiple stages by intermixing high- and low-voltage swing signals

(hence the nameMixed Swing techniques), while driving interconnect and

fanout load capacitances at low voltage swings. As we will show in Chapter 4,

this allows the digital circuit designer to simultaneously exploit the best

aspects of both static CMOS and voltage scaling, while preserving noise

immunity and improving low-voltage manufacturability across worst-case pro-

cess and temperature variations.

This thesis work is classified broadly into four focus areas. We now briefly

discuss each of our focus areas and summarize their salient features.

1. Mixed Swing Techniques - Gate Architectures: Static CMOS-, Domino/

Pass-Transistor Logic-, and Cascode Voltage Switch Logic-based mixed
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swing techniques are explored to construct standard datapath primitive

gates. A fully static, single-ended, four-power-supply-rail methodology

calledMixed Swing QuadRail presented here is shown to offer substantial

energy/operation savings on datapath circuits with interconnect capaci-

tance dominance, e.g., Wallace tree multipliers. A Domino/Pass-transistor

Logic-based, single-phase clocked, single-ended methodology and a

CVSL-based, fully static, fully-differential methodology presented here are

shown to offer substantial energy/operation savings on datapath circuits

with gate capacitance dominance, e.g., adders. The ability of these tech-

niques to voltage-scale more efficiently than static CMOS well into the

submicron regime, without warranting any specific technology modifica-

tions, is demonstrated through measurements on a test-chip and intensive

HSPICE simulations. Further, in order to avoid explicit off-chip multiple

power supplies, a series regulation technique for Mixed Swing QuadRail

technique with sleep-mode control is developed. This approach efficiently

generates on-chip Mixed Swing QuadRail’s reduced swing power supply,

making it a self-contained methodology. In addition, this is shown to sig-

nificantly improve low-voltage manufacturability compared to full-swing

static CMOS.

2. Mixed Swing Techniques - Modeling and Optimization: Mixed swing

techniques perform multi-staged logic by employing multiple power sup-

plies. Therefore, additional degrees of freedom are introduced into their

power-delay optimization space. In order to explore this design space,

posynomial power and delay formulations for Mixed Swing QuadRail are
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developed using the nth-Power Law submicron MOSFET model. The accu-

racy of these models are validated through HSPICE simulations. Based on

our models, optimal voltage scaling and transistor sizing approaches are

developed to minimize energy/operation of mixed swing circuits. The

importance of employing these optimization approaches, particularly in

future low-voltage technologies, is motivated through experimental results

from a 16*16+36-bit Booth-recoded, Wallace-tree DSP multiplier-accumu-

lator (MAC) in a commercial 3V, 0.5µm bulk-CMOS process.

3. Mixed Swing Techniques - Low-voltage Challenges:Two of the most

critical low-voltage practicality challenges to mixed swing techniques are

addressed - noise immunity and manufacturability:

• Manufacturability:  Intra- and inter-die variations in device parameters

across process and temperature corners cause substantial dispersions in

power and delay of static CMOS circuits at reduced voltages. The varia-

tions are escalating at least linearly with scaling feature sizes contributing

significantly to low-voltage parametric yield loss. Worst-case process and

temperature corners are developed and a relative manufacturability analysis

is performed on static CMOS and Mixed Swing QuadRail. The analysis is

conducted in the 0.5µm process on the same 16-bit DSP MAC mentioned

above, over a range of operating voltages. Improved dynamic control of

intra- and inter-die threshold voltage variations is demonstrated by the

series regulated Mixed Swing QuadRail approach at the cost of a small lay-

out area penalty.
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• Noise immunity: As feature sizes continue to scale rapidly, noise immu-

nity of deep-submicron digital circuits, particularly at reduced power sup-

ply voltages, has become a metric of comparable importance as

performance and power. This is particularly a concern in mixed swing tech-

niques because of the reduced voltages across gate inputs, causing absolute

noise margins to be lower than that of full-swing static CMOS circuits.

However, at reduced voltages, primary sources of digital circuit noise are

also scaled at least linearly. Worst-case process, temperature, and noise

corners are developed and a relative low-voltage noise immunity analysis is

performed on static CMOS and Mixed Swing QuadRail. The analysis is

conducted in the 0.5µm process on the same 16-bit DSP MAC mentioned

above. It is demonstrated that both methodologies possess adequately high

noise immunity.

4. Mixed Swing Techniques - Performance Analysis: Two types of datap-

ath circuits are studied to compare the power-delay space of mixed swing

techniques with static CMOS:

• Fixed-point, signed (2’s complement), short bit-width DSP MACs are

investigated to demonstrate the potential for energy/operation savings -

because of the simultaneous power and performance bottleneck presented

by MACs, they are a good vehicle to study both datapath-level and proces-

sor-level impact on DSP energy/operation. Power-delay comparisons

between Static CMOS and Mixed Swing QuadRail approaches are per-

formed through fabricated MACs and intensive HSPICE simulations. The

analyses are conducted over a range of:
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(i) MAC operand bit-widths that dominate industrial DSPs (8 - 24 bits) in

order to study the energy/operation savings impact due to datapath width.

(ii)  operating power supply voltages in order to study the energy/operation

savings impact due to voltage scaling.

(iii)  commercial submicron process generations: 0.5µm bulk-CMOS,

0.35µm bulk-CMOS, 0.25µm fully-depleted SOI, and 0.16µm bulk-CMOS

processes, in order to study the energy/operation savings impact due to

technology scaling.

• Static CMOS vs. mixed swing techniques power comparisons are per-

formed on point-to-point data buses and multicast datapath nets within the

floating-point units of two industrial next-generation microprocessors with

extensive multimedia support, presently in design. The analyses are con-

ducted in a commercial 0.16µm bulk-CMOS process using industrial cir-

cuit simulators over a range of operating power supply voltages and input

data switching activities for target clock frequency specifications.

1.4 Thesis Organization

We now present the details of our approach to lowering the energy/operation of

datapath circuits. The organization of this thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 discusses the evolution of static CMOS as one of the most popu-

lar choices for high-speed/low-power DSP circuits. Previously published tech-

niques for lowering the power consumption of static CMOS digital circuits are

reviewed, with a technological update on the latest developments in this area.
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Advantages and limitations of these approaches are examined with a special

emphasis on their applicability in future deep-submicron processes.

Chapter 3 examines architectural choices for high-speed/low-power MAC

circuits. A commonly used DSP MAC architecture is formulated that will be

the focus of further study. Power-delay tradeoffs within MAC circuits are

investigated, exploring opportunities for lowering their energy/operation.

Chapter 4 introduces the concept of multiple power supply voltage-based

low-power digital circuit design. Previously published research on low-power

multiple voltage techniques are discussed. The proposed mixed swing tech-

niques are then described, motivating the usage of multiple voltages at the

gate-level to construct standard datapath primitives. The ability of these tech-

niques to voltage scale more effectively than static CMOS without requiring

any process modifications is demonstrated. Advantages and limitations of

these techniques are enumerated, and classes of datapath circuits that would

best benefit from these techniques are proposed.

Chapter 5 explores the design space of mixed swing methodologies. Ana-

lytical power and delay models are derived, and power-delay tradeoffs are

studied. Optimal voltage scaling and transistor sizing techniques are developed

and experimental results are presented to demonstrate their effectiveness.

Chapter 6 investigates two of the most important low-voltage practicality

challenges to mixed swing techniques viz., manufacturability and noise immu-

nity. Rigorous worst-case manufacturability and noise immunity analyses are

performed on DSP MACs relative to static CMOS. For improved low-voltage
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dynamic control of threshold voltage variations, a series regulation technique is

developed for Mixed Swing QuadRail, demonstrating improved manufactura-

bility over static CMOS.

Chapter 7 describes detailed power-delay space comparisons between

static CMOS and mixed swing techniques on various DSP datapath circuits.

Through fabricated datapath integrated circuits and intensive circuit simula-

tions, the ability to achieve substantial energy/operation savings over a range

of DSP operand bit-widths and operating voltages in current and future deep-

submicron processes, without warranting any technology or system-level mod-

ifications, is convincingly demonstrated.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of this thesis work. This is

followed by a discussion of future directions to this research.
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2Background: Static CMOS
Low-Voltage Design

In the design of low-power digital circuits, a key requirement is to avoid logic

families that consumeextraneous power, i.e., additional power dissipated than

what is required to charge/discharge the capacitive load at the gate outputs to

perform the logic function. This may be due to (i) a static totempole current

path between the power and ground rails of every gate such as in ratioed logic

families, or, (ii) the requirement of additional input-data-unrelated switching

signals to perform the logic gate’s function, such as in dynamic/clocked logic

families [Bakoglu90]. Such techniques have traditionally been employed in

high-speed digital circuits, where contrary to low-power design objectives,

total power, much less extraneous power, is not a design issue.

The fully static CMOS methodology has evolved as one of the most popu-

lar techniques for lowering the power consumption of digital circuits in gen-

eral, and datapath circuits in particular [Gray94], [Chandra95]. This is

primarily because it demonstrates the lowest extraneous power dissipation

among existing logic families. In addition, its superior low-voltage power-

speed characteristics and high noise margins have been the driving factors

towards its widespread usage. Unfortunately, simply employing static CMOS
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does not solve the problem of lowering the power consumption for datapath

circuits - future technologies still demand more than an order of magnitude

reduction in the power consumption of industrial DSPs and multimedia-

enriched processors [Sasaki96], [Borel97]. Therefore, there exists a strong

necessity to explore techniques for substantially lowering power dissipation of

static CMOS datapath circuits.

We begin this chapter with a review of static CMOS power components

and discuss previously reported techniques to lower its power consumption.

Other proposed alternate circuit techniques for higher-speed and lower-power

than static CMOS are also presented. Advantages and limitations of these

approaches are identified, motivating the need for further exploration of meth-

odologies to lower static CMOS power.

2.1 Static CMOS Power Components

In order to understand the evolution of static CMOS as one of the most popular

low-power design approaches, we will first examine the sources of static

CMOS power dissipation. The total power consumed by a static CMOS circuit

consists of three components, given by the following expression:

(EQ 1)

Pdynamic represents the dynamic or switching power, i.e., the power dissi-

pated in charging/discharging the physical load capacitance contributed by

fanout gate loading, interconnect loading, and diffusion-substrate junctions at

the CMOS gate outputs. Ci represents this capacitance at node i, lumped

Ptotal Pdynamic Pshort circuit– Pstatic+ +=
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together as shown in Figure 2. For a static CMOS circuit with N switching

nodes, operating at a clock frequency of fclk, the dynamic power is given by

[Chandra95]:

(EQ 2)

where Vdd is the power supply voltage,Vswing is the voltage swing across the

load capacitance which for a static CMOS gate is the same as Vdd, αi is the

switching activity at nodei such that the productαi.Ci is known as the effective

switched capacitance per cycle at nodei.

Pshort-circuit represents the short-circuit power, i.e, the power consumed

during switching because of a totempole current path between the power sup-

ply and ground, which exists for a short period of time during switching

because of the finite input rise and fall times. Specifically, when the transition-

FIGURE  2 Static CMOS dynamic and short-circuit currents.
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ing input voltage satisfies the condition Vtn < Vin < Vdd - |Vtp| (Vtn and Vtp are

the NMOS and PMOS device threshold voltages), there exists a conducting

path between Vdd and ground as shown in Figure 2, during which both the

NMOS and PMOS devices conduct simultaneously causing the short-circuit

current Isc to flow. This short-circuit power is given by [Sakurai90]:

(EQ 3)

where,n is the velocity saturation index, typically between 1.0-1.5 in submi-

cron processes,β is the transconductance gain factor of the pullup/pulldown

transistor stack, and tT is the input rise/fall time.

Pstatic represents the static power, i.e., the power dissipated even when

there is no switching activity within the circuit. This is due to the leakage cur-

rents of the reverse-biased parasitic p-n junctions formed between the MOS-

FET drain and source diffusions to the substrate and well. These currents flow

even when the devices are in cutoff region of operation, contributing to a con-

stantly flowing static current between Vdd and ground. If Is is the reverse satu-

ration current of the source/drain p-n junctions, the static power is given by

[Bakoglu90]:

(EQ 4)

where, Vrev is the reverse bias on the junction diodes and VT = KT/q is the

thermal voltage.
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Since several closely related parameters impact the three components of

static CMOS power, depending on the specific circuit configuration, operating

conditions, and fabrication process, any or all of these components may domi-

nate total power. However, in a majority of static CMOS datapath circuits,

dynamic power is the dominant component of total power, primarily because

operating voltage has a full quadratic impact on it [Chandra95]. In addition,

datapath operators display high switching activities due to their intrinsically

high static transition probabilities and spurious/glitching transitions

[Landman93], [Chandra95], [Favalli95], [Nagamatsu95], [Najm95]. This

makes their effective switched capacitance per cycle substantial. These factors,

coupled with their high-throughput demands, accounts for the dynamic power

dominance. Short-circuit power also contributes significantly to total power,

primarily because of the high switching activities and throughput requirements

[Izumikawa97]. Since leakage currents are typically of the order of few nA/µm

width of the transistors, the static or non-switching power is typically a few

orders of magnitude smaller than dynamic power. Figure 3 demonstrates this

FIGURE  3 Dynamic, short-circuit, and static power dissipation trend of DSP processors.
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trend on two commercial CMOS DSP processors [Wailee97a], [Izumikawa97],

where the dynamic and short-circuit power components, in that order, domi-

nate total power dissipation.

2.2 Voltage Scaling

Voltage scaling, i.e., lowering the operating voltage below the maximum pro-

cess-permitted voltage, has evolved as the most popular approach to lowering

the power consumption of static CMOS circuits [Gray94], [Chandra95]. This,

to some extent, is fairly obvious from Equation 2: lowering power supply volt-

age offers the largest factor of reduction (quadratic) achievable through lower-

ing any parameter that impacts dynamic power. However, reduction in power

supply voltage is accompanied with operating speed degradation due to

reduced average transistor on-drive currents. Specifically, when voltages are

scaled below the sum of the threshold voltages of the NMOS and PMOS

devices, gate delays increase drastically, making them a substantial critical

path delay contributor even in interconnect dominated circuits. Figure 4 dem-

onstrates this effect for a static CMOS (3,2) Carry Save Adder (CSA), the basic

building unit for a majority of datapath circuits, in a commercial 3V, 0.5µm

bulk-CMOS process. The sum of the nominal NMOS and PMOS threshold

voltages is approximately 1.6V. A nearly 9X improvement in total power is

achieved through voltage scaling from 3V down to 1V; however, delay

increases by nearly 28X simultaneously.

Two broad categories of solutions, (a) architectural and (b) technological,

have been proposed to ease this bottleneck and compensate for the perfor-
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mance degradation, thereby extending the voltage scaling lower bound. We

next examine these approaches and their advantages and limitations.

2.2.1 Architectural Speed Compensation Solutions

Architectural solutions are speed-enhancing modifications to the circuit archi-

tecture to compensate for the speed reduction due to voltage scaling

FIGURE  4 Static CMOS 3,2 CSA and its normalized power and delay in 0.5µm process.
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[Chandra95]. Figure 5 shows the two popular architectural solutions, parallel-

ism and pipelining, applied to an example datapath circuit:

1. Parallelism entails replicating the voltage scaled circuit, so that each cir-

cuit may operate at a lower clock frequency, while still retaining the

desired throughput at the outputs. As an example, Figure 5(a) illustrates the

example datapath circuit duplicated, with each circuit operating at a scaled

voltage Vdd/x such that clock frequency is Fclk/2. The circuit outputs are

FIGURE  5 Architectural solutions for voltage scaling speed compensation.
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time-multiplexed at a clock frequency of Fclk, thereby retaining the desired

external throughput. In general, the voltage may be scaled even lower by

replicating the circuit N times, with each circuit clocking at Fclk/N and still

retaining external throughput of Fclk. However, this approach requires a

high layout area overhead and incurs the output multiplexor’s delay pen-

alty, both of which increase with N. Further, at low supply voltages, the

power overhead due to parallelism offsets any power reduction achieved

due to voltage scaling, essentially imposing a lower bound to voltage scal-

ing.

2. Pipelining entails inserting register stages between the functional units

within the circuit, so that each pipeline stage may operate at a lower volt-

age, while still retaining the desired external throughput. As an example,

Figure 5(b) illustrates a register stage between the datapath circuit, with

each pipeline stage operating at a lower supply voltage (Vdd/x and Vdd/y

respectively), while still operating at a clock frequency of Fclk. This

approach requires relatively lesser area penalty than parallelism, but

increases the operation latency. Similar to parallelism, at low supply volt-

ages, the additional register stages required to restore throughput contrib-

utes to increased clock power and area penalty, offsetting any power

reduction achieved through voltage scaling. This essentially imposes a

lower bound to voltage scaling as well.

2.2.2 Technological Speed Compensation Solutions

Technological solutions are fabrication process modifications that recommend

simultaneous scaling of device threshold voltages and operating voltages to
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alleviate the speed penalty of voltage scaling [Liu93], [Burr94], [Gu96],

[Frank97]. As shown in Figure 6, scaling threshold voltage and power supply

simultaneously offers an exponential increase in static power and a quadratic

reduction in dynamic power; since the latter typically dominates, an overall

total power reduction is achieved. This continues until an optimum power sup-

ply and threshold voltage are reached when static and dynamic power are bal-

anced, minimizing total power. Further threshold voltage or power supply

scaling causes total power to increase due to static power domination. How-

ever, threshold voltage scalability is limited due to their intra- and inter-die

variations caused by inevitable process and operating temperature fluctuations.

The variations have been projected to increase at least linearly with decreasing

feature sizes, becoming comparable to the threshold voltages themselves

[Yan95], [Eisele95], [Strojwas96], [Tang96]. The threshold variations also

cause increased delay and power dispersion [Sun94], [Davari96], [Frank97],

with operating voltage scaling, degrading low-voltage manufacturability

[Strojwas96]. As an example, measurements on a commercial 3V, 0.4µm bulk-

CMOS process with nominal threshold voltages of 0.5V have demonstrated an

exponential increase in clock frequency dispersion reaching up to 6X at Vdd =

1V due to threshold variations [Sun94]. Finally, threshold voltage scaling

causes an exponential increase in leakage currents, typically by an order of

magnitude for every 60-90mV of scaling in submicron processes [Bakoglu90].

This, from Equation 4, exponentially increases static power dissipation. In

variable-load signal processing applications, where intermittent periods of

computation (active operation mode) are separated by long periods of inactiv-

ity (sleep or standby mode), this high static power dissipation contributes to an
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unacceptably high off-state power [Chandra96]. The high leakage currents also

prevent the effective usage of IDDQ testing approaches [Acken83], commonly

employed for detecting power-ground short-circuit/bridging faults

[Shigematsu95]. These factors have made effective control of the threshold

variations and the high leakage power with scaling threshold voltages prime

challenges towards the applicability of technology-driven voltage scaling in the

deep-submicron era. We next examine proposed approaches to tackle these

challenges and evaluate their effectiveness in current and future fabrication

processes.

FIGURE  6 Technological solutions for voltage scaling speed compensation.
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2.3 Self-Adjusting/Variable Threshold CMOS Approaches

Electronically controlling the threshold voltage variations by exploiting the

body effect of MOS devices have been proposed [Kobayashi94], [Chen95],

[Kuroda96]. Figure 7 illustrates the generic principle behind the Self-Adjust-

ing/Variable Threshold Schemes (SATS/VTS), where the well and substrate

connections are isolated as separate rails. Leakage current monitors in the

proximity of the circuit being controlled sense threshold variations via varia-

tions in leakage currents (since leakage currents are strong functions of thresh-

old voltage) and accordingly offset the substrate and well voltages to

compensate the variations. Up to a 67% control in threshold variations has

been demonstrated in a 0.7µm process with this approach [Kobayashi94]. An

added bonus of this methodology is that during sleep-mode, the substrate/well

rails are offset to their maximum voltages, maximally body-effecting the tran-

FIGURE  7 Self-Adjusting/Variable Threshold Scheme for electronic variations control.
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sistors. This maximizes their threshold voltages, minimizing standby power

dissipation. Up to four orders of magnitude reduction in leakage currents has

been obtained in shifting from active to standby operation mode through this

scheme [Kuroda96].

Unfortunately, the steeply increasing variations with process scaling may

render these techniques ineffective at deep-submicron feature sizes, i.e., the

bulk voltages required to compensate for the variations may substantially

exceed the maximum process-permitted voltage. Furthermore, the absence of

body effect in conventional partial- or fully-depleted SOI devices restricts their

applicability in SOI processes. Although non-conventional body-tied SOI

devices are being developed to overcome this restriction [Yang95],

[Antoniadis97], [Douseki97], no commercial solutions have been reported to

date.

2.4 Multiple Threshold CMOS Approaches

Multiple threshold voltage (multiple-well) approaches have been proposed to

mitigate the aforementioned standby power problems due to high leakage cur-

rents [Shigematsu97]. These approaches entail the usage of dual threshold

voltages (in principle extendable to any number of threshold voltages) by

employing dual wells, one for each type of device, at an added fabrication cost

due to modifying the process recipe.

Figure 8 illustrates the proposed usage of the two threshold voltages: the

circuit implemented using the lower threshold voltage devices, and a PMOS
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“virtual power transistor” implemented with a higher threshold voltage. During

active mode of operation, the virtual power transistor is enabled (SLP=Vs1)

and delivers the circuit’s drive currents through it. During sleep-mode, the vir-

tual device is disabled (SLP=Vd1), tristating the circuit. Since there exists no

DC path between power supply and ground within the circuit, standby power is

virtually eliminated, confined to the high threshold voltage PMOS device’s

leakage power. Control circuits have been developed to transfer the data stored

in the circuit’s registers to special latches before enabling sleep-mode in order

to retain circuit state. The data is transferred back into the appropriate circuit

registers to restore state when returning back into active mode. Although sig-

nificant standby power savings can be achieved, these approaches incur sub-

stantial delay and dynamic power penalty in transferring state data. Particularly

FIGURE  8 Multiple Threshold Scheme for low standby power dissipation.
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in large datapath circuits, the delay incurred in transferring back and forth the

substantial state data may be prohibitive, i.e., a significant fraction of the sleep-

mode period itself! Further, in variable-load signal processing applications

[Chandra96], where significant transitions between active and sleep modes

occur, the power penalty can be prohibitive as well, offsetting any standby

power savings achieved. These factors confine the applicability of these tech-

niques to small circuits, where the state transfer delay and power penalties are

acceptable.

In summary, limitations to architecture- and technology-driven voltage

scaling and the inability to effectively control intra- and inter-die threshold

voltage variations, have motivated a strong quest for alternate low-power cir-

cuit methodologies in standard submicron CMOS and SOI processes, without

mandating any technology modifications. In the next section, we examine the

four broad categories of previously reported solutions in literature and evaluate

their applicability in high-speed/low-power datapath circuits.

2.5 Alternate Low-Power Circuit Methodologies

Driven by the strong demand for high-speed and low-power digital circuits in

general, and datapath circuits in particular, several alternate circuit families

have been proposed, classified broadly into four categories: (a) Dynamic

Logic-based techniques, (b) Pass-transistor Logic-based techniques, (c) Cas-

code Voltage/Current Switch Logic-based techniques, and (d) Adiabatic Logic-

based techniques. While several variants have been developed under each cate-
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gory, we now review the most interesting approaches, with an emphasis on

their applicability in future deep-submicron processes.

2.5.1 Dynamic Logic-based techniques

Domino CMOS [Krambeck82], [Goncalves83], Zipper CMOS [Lee86], and

Clocked CMOS [Bakoglu90] approaches have been proposed for improved

speed and lower power than static CMOS logic. Unfortunately, dynamic tech-

niques require single- or multi-phase clock signals to perform their logic func-

tion. Since clock signals have unity switching activities, the precharge/evaluate

transistors of every dynamic logic gate are charged/discharged each cycle, con-

tributing to substantial additional power in large datapath circuits. Further-

more, since the output nodes are precharged and evaluated every cycle even

when the input signals do not transition, dynamic techniques demonstrate sig-

nificantly higher switching activities, thereby offsetting any dynamic power

savings achieved due to their relatively lower input gate capacitance than static

CMOS circuits [Wailee94], [Ng96]. Thus, dynamic methodologies have tradi-

tionally found usage only in high-speed digital circuits where power is not as

much a concern as clock frequency.

2.5.2 Pass-transistor Logic-based techniques

Single-ended and fully-differential pass-transistor and transmission-gate logic

techniques [Yano90], [Suzuki93], [Krishna95], [Param96], [Yano96], have

been proposed as high-speed and/or low-power alternatives to the static CMOS

methodology. However, since outputs of pass-transistors do not swing rail-to-

rail, these approaches incorporate swing restoration circuitry to restore the
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logic gate outputs to full-swing (static CMOS) levels, degrading both speed

and power. In addition, pass-transistor based techniques demonstrate rapid

low-voltage speed degradation and relatively higher switching activities within

the gates - even in single-ended implementations - offsetting any power reduc-

tion achieved due to their lower input gate capacitance. These factors make

them power-inefficient compared to static CMOS in current and future low-

voltage technologies [Yano96], [Zimmer97].

2.5.3 Cascode Voltage/Current Switch Logic-based techniques

Fully-differential Voltage-switch [Heller84] and Current-switch [Soma97]

logic approaches have been proposed as high-speed/low-power alternatives to

static CMOS. Unfortunately, they exhibit inherently higher switching activities

due to being fully-differential, require routing both trueand complimentary

signals, necessitate single- or multi-phase clocks for operation (in some

schemes), and display relatively lower noise immunity. Current-steering logic

techniques [Ng97] have been developed which exhibit improved noise immu-

nity, but high-speed is achieved at the cost of increased static DC bias currents;

this contributes to high static power consumption. These factors have rendered

them both power and speed inefficient except for large-fanin gate structures

[Chu87], [Soma97].

2.5.4 Adiabatic Logic-based techniques

Fully-dynamic and quasi-static energy recovery logic approaches have been

proposed to lower the power consumption of static CMOS circuits [De96],

[Ye97], [Athas97]. However, adiabatic techniques require single- or multi-
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phase complimentary clocked power supplies and display significantly higher

switching activities than static CMOS circuits. These factors, coupled with the

necessity for efficient adiabatic power supply clock generators have confined

the usage of these techniques to fairly low-speed (well below 100 MHz) appli-

cations, with their energy efficiency decaying exponentially with increasing

clock frequency [Ye97]. Thus, adiabatic logic approaches have not been suc-

cessfully attempted in literature for high-speed/low-power datapath circuits.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we described the evolution of static CMOS as one of the most

popular choices of implementing high-speed/low-power datapath circuits. An

overview of the components of power dissipation within static CMOS circuits

was presented. Distributions of these power components from two commercial

0.25µm DSPs were shown to illustrate the increasing dominance of dynamic

and short-circuit power components, in that order, over total power. Previously

reported architectural and technological approaches to lower static CMOS

power consumption were analyzed. Their advantages and limitations were out-

lined, emphasizing on their applicability in future deep-submicron processes.

Advantages and limitations of previously published alternate logic families

were also examined to evaluate their applicability in high-speed/low-power

datapath circuits.

By investigating the limitations of existing approaches to lower static

CMOS power consumption as well as existing logic families, we have re-

emphasized the strong necessity for exploring alternate circuit methodologies
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for high-speed/low-power datapath circuits to achieve substantial energy/oper-

ation reduction over static CMOS in current and future deep-submicron pro-

cesses. In the next chapter, we will examine power-delay trade-offs for a fully

static CMOS implementation of a commonly employed DSP MAC architec-

ture to explore opportunities for lowering energy/operation. In Chapter 4, we

explore the potential for employing multiple power supply voltage-based tech-

niques to exploit these opportunities and lower static CMOS energy/operation

without warranting any technology modifications.
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3DSP MAC Circuits:
Power-Delay Trade-offs

In this thesis, we focus our attention on large DSP datapath operators such as

multipliers and MAC circuits, where lowering the energy/operation is of great-

est research concern. These form the heart of a majority of commercial DSP

processor datapath and therefore constitute a good vehicle to study both pro-

cessor-level and system-level impact on DSP energy/operation [Allen85],

[Lapsley96]. In this chapter, we examine architectural choices for signed (2’s

complement), fixed-point MAC circuits and formulate a commonly employed

high-speed/low-power MAC architecture, that will be the focus of our further

investigation. We then present a detailed exploration of power-delay trade-offs

for this MAC architecture for a fully static CMOS implementation over a range

of operand bit-widths, power supply voltages, and submicron fabrication pro-

cesses. On the basis of this study, we determine opportunities to lower the

energy/operation of MAC circuits, that will be exploited in future chapters.

3.1 MAC Architectural Choices

In this section we review radix multiplication and accumulation, and some

commonly employed high-speed/low-power architectures for them. Radix
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multiplication consists of generating the product of two numbers called the

multiplicand and themultiplier. While the multiplier and multiplicand may be

of different bit-widths, this work specifically studies the most common case:

when they are of the same bit-width. Multiplication can be conceptually seen

as a sequence of shift-and-add operations. Accumulation, as the name implies,

is the iterative addition of the multiplication results over all input vectors. The

multiply-accumulate operation can be divided into three mutually exclusive

parts, wherein architectural choices for each is independent of the others

[Cavanagh84]:

3.1.1 Partial Product Generation

The shifted multiplicand bits (called summands) are generated here to form the

partial product array[Cavanagh84], as shown in Figure 9(a). For an*n multi-

plication, n partial product vectors, each of widthn are produced. Booth recod-

ing [Booth51] is a technique commonly used to reduce the number of partial

product vectors, by recoding themultiplier bits into its multiples by examining

consecutive bits of themultiplicand.Examining a larger number of multipli-

cand bits offers a proportionately larger reduction in the number of partial

product vectors. Thus, Booth recoding-based partial product generation results

in reduced hardware and subsequently power, at the cost of a slight penalty in

encoding delay. However, this penalty is usually a small fraction of the total

multiplication time reduction that this technique offers [Twaijry94]. The most

commonly used Booth recoding approach is called Overlapped bit-pair recod-

ing (or Modified Booth Algorithm) [Ardekani93], as shown in Figure 9(b).

Here, the multiplier is recoded by examining every two successive bits of the
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multiplicand according to the table in Figure 9(b). This reduces the number of

partial products generated by a factor of two (ton/2) compared to conventional

AND-gate based partial product generation, offering substantial savings in

area, power, and delay. Higher-order Booth recoding, i.e., recoding three bits

and beyond, have been proposed; however, the recoding delay penalty incurred

causes an overall increase in total multiplication time, even for wide bit-width

multipliers [Twaijry94].

3.1.2 Partial Product Reduction

The n/2 partial products generated through bit-pair Booth recoding are added

to produce two final2n-1bit vectors using Carry Save Adders (CSAs). Partial

product reduction can be accomplished using either an array topology

[Cavanagh84] or a (Wallace) tree topology [Wallace64], as illustrated in

Figure 9(c). Array topologies have a logic depth ofO(n) and a regular struc-

ture, enabling easy layout. Wallace trees employ a parallel reduction scheme

and have a logic depth ofO(log3/2n), but an irregular structure making it diffi-

cult to layout. A majority of high-speed/low-power multipliers (over a wide

range of bit-widths) have employed Wallace trees because of its shorter depth,

fewer switching nodes, and lower switching activities (due to reduced spurious

transitions) than array topologies [Goto92], [Ardekani93], [Twaijry94],

[Wailee97b]. In addition, optimal layout topologies have been developed in

order to overcome the irregular structure bottleneck of Wallace trees, demon-

strating substantial area improvements [Twaijry96]. This has furthered the

motivation to adopt Wallace tree-based partial product reduction in high-speed/

low-power multipliers.
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FIGURE  9 Multiplier Partial Product Generation and Reduction structures.
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A wide variety of CSA constructions have been used for partial product

reduction. The most commonly used CSA construction is the (3,2) counter

(Figure 4), which compresses 3 input bits to generate 2 output bits, although

higher order CSAs (e.g., 5,3 and 7,3 counters) and/or an optimal combination

of low- and high-order CSAs (e.g., 3,2 and 5,3 counters) may be employed to

minimize delay or power [Twaijry96]. In this work, we specifically focus on

the most general case of (3,2) CSA-based partial product reduction.

3.1.3 Final Addition

The two2n-1-bit reduced partial product vectors and current accumulator out-

put are added to produce the next accumulator result. In high-speed MAC

architectures, the current accumulator result is pushed into the Wallace tree

partial product reduction stage in order to exploit the tree’s logarithmic com-

pression depth [Cavanagh84]. There exist many architectural choices for final

addition which have been characterized on the power-delay space for different

bit-widths [Nagendra94]. Block Carry Lookahead Adders [Cavanagh84],

which use a parallel tree structure for rapid addition with a gate depth of

O(log2n), were found to be among the least power-delay product architectures

over a wide range of bit-widths, and is one of the most popular choices for

high-speed/low-power final adders [Nagendra94].

In addition to these architecture choices, a degree of freedom available at

the architectural level is the depth of pipelining within the MAC. In applica-

tions where a MAC operation is to be performed in one clock cycle, no pipelin-

ing is allowed. However, in high-throughput applications, a register stage is

introduced between the multiplier and final adder [Lu93], [Nagamatsu95],
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[Jou95], [Nagendra96], [Murakami96], [Izumikawa97]. An added bonus due

to the inserted pipeline stage is that it offers considerable reduction in spurious

transitions, which depend quadratically on logic gate depth [Chandra95].

On the basis of this discussion, a high-performance and low-power MAC

architecture commonly employed in DSP datapath is formulated, which will be

the focus of further study. The architecture, shown in Figure 10, comprises a

signed (2’s complement), fixed-point, pipelined, Overlapped bit-pair Booth-

recoded Partial Product Generator, (3,2) CSA-based Wallace tree Partial Prod-

uct Reducer, and a Block Carry Lookahead Final Adder.

FIGURE  10 High-performance/Low-power DSP MAC architecture under study.
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3.2 Exploring MAC Power-Delay Trade-offs

We first examine power-delay space trade-offs within a fully-static CMOS

implementation of our prototype MAC architecture over a range of operand

bit-widths that dominate DSP processors, power supply voltages, and submi-

cron process generations. This investigation will offer insights into exploring

power minimization techniques while maintaining high speed.

A majority of DSP circuits are dominated by short bit-width datapath cir-

cuits, specifically over the range of 8 - 24-bit operands. Figure 11 shows the

power distribution within the MAC’s building blocks for a 8*8+18-bit,

16*16+36-bit, and 24*24+56-bit static CMOS MAC employing the architec-

ture in Figure 10, implemented in a commercial 3V, 0.5µm process. Figure 12

shows the power distribution within the MAC’s building blocks for the

16*16+36-bit MAC employing the same architecture, implemented over three

additional submicron technology generations: 0.35µm bulk-CMOS, 0.25µm

fully-depleted SOI, and 0.16µm bulk-CMOS. Power consumptions of each

MAC implementation are obtained from measurements on fabricated ICs

(0.5µm 16*16+36-bit MAC) and circuit simulations using BSIM models (other

0.5µm MACs and the 0.35µm, 0.25µm, and 0.16µm designs), across 500

pseudo-random input vectors. Some important conclusions can be drawn from

Figure 11 and Figure 12:

• With increasing operand bit-widths, the percentage of total power dissi-

pated in the multiplier circuit increases from nearly 50% in the 8*8+18

case up to 78% in the 24*24+56 case. This is primarily because the Booth

encoders of the partial product generator and the CSAs within the Wallace
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tree drive substantial amounts of load capacitance at their outputs that is

interconnect capacitance dominated. The registers and final adder drive

comparatively lower output capacitances, that are gate capacitance domi-

nated. Also, the multiplier displays significantly higher switching activi-

ties. Therefore, the multiplier’s effective switched capacitance is much

FIGURE  11 Power distribution trend with operand size for MAC architecture under study.
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FIGURE  12 Power distribution trend with process scaling for MAC architecture under study.
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higher, making it the dominant power consumer. The dominance increases

with increasing bitwidths. In order to explore this further, Figure 13 shows

the interconnect capacitance distribution within the three multipliers in the

0.5µm process, extracted using Diva1 from the fully placed-and-routed

MAC layouts. It is observed that the average interconnect capacitance

within the multiplier increases exponentially with bit-width, from approxi-

mately 13fF for the 8*8+18-bit MAC up to 77fF for the 24*24+56-bit

MAC. Therefore, a strong necessity exists to focus attention on lowering

the power consumption of the multiplier, particularly with increasing oper-

and bit-widths.

• With scaling feature sizes, the percentage of total MAC power dissipated in

the multiplier increases from 75% in the 0.5µm case up to 86% in the

0.16µm case for the 16*16+36-bit MAC, climbing up further in future

deep-submicron processes. This trend is primarily because of the substan-

tial interconnect capacitance driven by the Booth encoders and CSAs

within the Wallace tree multiplier. Interconnect capacitance, dominated in

deep-submicron processes by the fringing and coupling components, scales

slower than gate capacitance with process scaling, making the multiplier a

more and more dominant power consumer with scaling feature sizes.

Figure 14 studies this trend in more detail: it shows the interconnect capac-

itance distribution within the 0.5µm and 0.16µm multipliers, extracted

from the fully placed-and-routed MAC layouts. It is observed that the aver-

age interconnect capacitance within the 0.5µm multiplier is 27fF, about

1.  Diva is a trademark of Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
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FIGURE  13 8,16,24-bit multiplier interconnect distributions extracted from 0.5µm MAC layouts.
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87% of the fanin gate capacitance per input of a CSA, which is 31.05fF.

For the 0.16µm multiplier, the average interconnect capacitance is expect-

edly lower at 14fF, whereas the gate capacitance per input of a CSA drops

much more rapidly to 8.48fF. The interconnect capacitance is now about

165% of the fanin gate capacitance, making the multiplier’s power an even

more dominant component. Therefore, there exists a strong necessity to

FIGURE  14 Multiplier interconnect distribution extracted from 0.5µm and 0.16µm MAC layouts.
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focus attention on lowering the power consumption of the multiplier, par-

ticularly with scaling feature sizes.

Figure 15 shows the ratio of final adder to multiplier delays as a function of

operating voltage scaling for the same 8*8+18-bit, 16*16+36-bit, and

24*24+56-bit MACs in the 0.5µm process. Figure 15 also shows this delay

slack ratio for the 16*16+36-bit MAC in the 0.16µm process. Some important

conclusions can be drawn from here:

• The delay slack ratios are greater than unity over this range of MAC bit-

widths and increasing with voltage scaling. The final adder determines the

operable clock frequency of these MACs. This is due to its relatively higher

logic gate depth than the multiplier. The adder’s delay dominance increases

linearly with MAC bit-width at high voltages, whereas the increase

becomes exponential at low voltages. This is because, with voltage scaling,

transistors in the multiplier and adder are subjected to lower drain-source

electric fields and hence lesser carrier velocity saturation [Sakurai90]. This

causes the saturation-region drive currents to display a nearly quadratic

relationship to operating voltage [Bakoglu90]. The higher logic gate depth

of the adder therefore causes a steeper delay increase than the multiplier

with voltage scaling, thereby increasing the delay slack.

• With scaling feature sizes, the delay slack between the final adder and mul-

tiplier decreases only slightly. This is due to the multiplier’s interconnect-

dominated load capacitances which scale slower then the adder’s gate-

dominated load capacitances. This causes a slightly steeper multiplier

delay increase than the adder with voltage scaling. The delay slack contin-
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ues to increase with voltage scaling, i.e., the final adder continues to deter-

mine the MAC’s clock frequency.

3.3 Summary

The increasing dominance of interconnect capacitance over gate capacitance

with process scaling makes the Wallace tree multiplier power a more and more

dominant component of total MAC circuit power dissipation. Therefore, there

FIGURE  15 Final Adder:Multiplier delay slack trend with voltage scaling, process scaling, and
operand bit-width for static CMOS MACs.
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exists a strong necessity to focus attention on lowering multiplier power, more

so in future technologies. The final adder determines the MAC’s clock fre-

quency over a range of operand bit-widths and operating voltages. Therefore,

power-saving techniques that sacrifice speed are non-applicable to the final

adder, particularly in fixed-throughput, real-time DSP circuits. Further, the

increasing power criticality of the multiplier only makes the final adder less

and less power critical with scaling feature sizes; applying power-reduction

techniques, therefore, does not offer any tangible total power savings. How-

ever, the increasing final-adder-to-multiplier delay slack with voltage scaling in

current and future submicron processes offers an opportunity to lower the mul-

tiplier power consumption without sacrificing performance. In the next chapter,

we examine mixed swing techniques that exploit this opportunity by employ-

ing multiple operating voltages to achieve lower energy/operation.
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4Mixed Swing Techniques

In this chapter, we introduce the concept of employing multiple power supply

voltages to lower the energy consumption per switching operation of datapath

circuits. We begin with a background on the evolution of multiple supply

approaches to lower power dissipation, originally for off- and on-chip buses

and then, more recently, for digital logic circuits. Advantages and limitations

of these techniques are discussed.Mixed Swing techniques are then developed,

which employ multiple supplies within a single gate to perform logic by inter-

mixing high- and low-voltage signals. Static and dynamic, single-ended and

fully-differential mixed swing techniques are investigated and their ability to

voltage scale more effectively than fully static CMOS in standard submicron

processes is demonstrated.

4.1 Background: Multiple Voltage Techniques

Multiple power supply-based techniques were originally developed to lower

the power consumption of long off-chip [FutureBus83], [Knight88] and on-

chip [Bakoglu85], [Shin89], [Nakagome93], [Sakurai97] buses. The motive

behind these techniques is to drive the bus at a reduced voltage swing to lower
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the dynamic power dissipated in charging/discharging the large bus intercon-

nect capacitance loads. Figure 16 illustrates the general principle behind these

approaches, which essentially consist of two parts:

• A Driver circuit (represented as “D” in Figure 16) which interfaces the

driving-end logic circuit operating between a regular, high-swinging pair of

power supply rails (Vd1-Vs1) and the off-/on-chip bus being driven

between a secondary, low-swinging pair of power supply rails (Vd2-VS2).

FIGURE  16 Previous off- and on-chip mixed voltage swing techniques general principle.
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The Driver circuit receives the regular, high-swinging output signal from

the driving-end logic circuit and drives the bus at the reduced swing.

• A Receiver circuit (represented as “R” in Figure 16) which interfaces the

off-/on-chip bus being driven between the low-swinging pair of power sup-

ply rails (Vd2-Vs2) and the receiving-end logic circuit operating between

the same regular, high-swinging pair of power supply rails (Vd1-Vs1). The

Receiver circuit receives the low-swinging signal at the opposite end of the

bus and amplifies it back to the regular, high-swing before feeding it into

the receiving-end logic circuit.

Many approaches have been proposed in literature for implementing the

driver and receiver circuits in order to maximize the power savings and mini-

mize the delay penalty due to signal level conversion at the driving and receiv-

ing ends. The charging/discharging current requirements for long buses, even

with their reduced swings, are substantial. So, there exists substantial simulta-

neous switching noise (power/ground bounce) on the driver/receiver power

rails. Therefore, driver/receiver circuits demand highly noise-immune circuit

topologies [Bakoglu85], [Knight88], [Bakoglu90], [Nakagome93]. A majority

of driver/receiver techniques have employed the fully static CMOS methodol-

ogy due to its high noise immunity.

The low-swing power rails may either be delivered from an explicit off-

chip supply as in [Knight88] or locally generated through on-chip series regu-

lation techniques as suggested by [Nakagome93]. On-chip regulation elimi-

nates the necessity for an additional low-swing supply. However, since the low-

swing stage’s drive currents are now sourced directly from the high-swing sup-
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ply, there exists a DC series path between the high- and low-swing power rails.

Therefore, from Equation 2, the dynamic power savings are now linear with

the reduced swing. Employing an off-chip supply, on the other hand, offers a

full quadratic reduction in bus dynamic power with the reduced swing.

4.2 Multiple Supply Digital Circuits

Limited work has been reported on employing multiple voltages to achieve the

same power reduction goalswithin digital logic circuits. Two broad categories

of multi-supply approaches have been proposed: (i) architecture-driven voltage

scaling, and (ii) clustered voltage scaling. We next examine these approaches

within the context of datapath circuits.

4.2.1 Architecture-driven Voltage Scaling

We have examined this class of multiple supply techniques previously in

Chapter 2: parallelism and pipelining have been proposed as architectural solu-

tions to compensate for the speed degradation of static CMOS circuits due to

operating voltage scaling [Chandra95]. We now examine the effectiveness of

these techniques in lowering the power consumption of datapath operators.

• Parallelism: Figure 17(a) illustrates the application of parallelism to an

example MAC circuit. The MAC is replicated as shown, with each MAC

operating at a voltage Vdd/x. The divisorx represents the extent of voltage

scaling (and hence the extent of power reduction) this technique permits for

an internal throughput of Fclk/2. The MAC outputs are time-multiplexed,

i.e., the select signalsel is clocked at Fclk to extract an output from each

MAC every cycle, thereby retaining targetexternal throughput of Fclk. In
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general, the MAC may be replicated N times, each operating at a clock fre-

quency Fclk/N, enabling further voltage scaling and hence power savings.

FIGURE  17 (a) Parallelism and (b) Pipelining applied to a typical DSP MAC architecture.
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However, as pointed out in Chapter 2, parallelism approaches diminishing

returns as N increases. Further, since parallelism mandates literal replica-

tion of hardware, the layout area penalty due to parallelizing becomes pro-

hibitive for large datapath circuits such as MACs. Therefore, this approach

has traditionally been confined to small, simple datapath circuits, e.g., short

bit-width adders, subtractors etc.

• Pipelining: Figure 17(b) illustrates the application of pipelining to the

example MAC circuit. The MAC is pipelined between the multiplier and

final adder as shown by inserting a single register stage in between them.

The time-critical pipeline stage, assumed to be the final adder in

Figure 17(b), operates at a regular, high voltage, Vdd. The non-time-critical

pipeline stage, assumed to be the multiplier, operates at a lower voltage

Vdd/y exploiting the delay slack between pipeline stages, while still retain-

ing the targetexternal throughput of Fclk. The divisory represents the

extent of voltage scaling this technique permits, and hence the extent of

power reduction within the multiplier. I/O and pipeline registers operate at

the high voltage to retain signal level compatibility with peripheral cir-

cuitry and level conversion circuits are inserted at the high/low voltage

interfaces. In general, the MAC may be pipelined (more finely) N times.

This enables further voltage scaling (and hence power savings), with each

pipeline stage still operating at a clock frequency of Fclk, but at the cost of

higher latency. However, as pointed out in Chapter 2, pipelining

approaches diminishing returns with increasing N as well. Since pipelining

only requires insertion of intermediate register stages, whose area penalty

is significantly smaller than replicating hardware, it has evolved as a more
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feasible architectural solution to lowering power consumption of large

datapath circuits than parallelism. An added bonus due to this approach is

that spurious transitions, which are substantial within datapath circuits,

decay quadratically with increased pipelining [Chandra95], further moti-

vating its widespread usage.

4.2.2 Clustered Voltage Scaling

While pipelining exploits delay slack at the architectural level, clustered volt-

age scaling [Usami97] exploits it one level lower, at the circuit level. Multiple

voltages are employed to exploit the delay slack between critical and non-criti-

cal pathswithin a digital circuit. Figure 18 shows the application of clustered

voltage scaling to the same example MAC circuit. The critical and non-critical

path gates are isolated into separate routing channels in the layout and tied to

independent power supplies [Igarashi97]. The critical path gates operate at a

regular, high voltage (Vdd) to meet the target throughput of Fclk. The non-criti-

cal path gates operate at a lower voltage Vdd/z exploiting the delay slack to

equalize critical and non-critical path delays. Level convertion circuits are

inserted at the high/low voltage interfaces. Power savings is achieved due to

the reduced operating voltage of the non-critical gates. The divisorz represents

the extent of voltage scaling this technique permits, and hence the extent of

power reduction within the MAC.

The power reduction obtained through clustered voltage scaling is limited

by the fraction of total gates that are non-critical and the available delay slack

between critical and non-critical paths; higher the fraction of non-critical gates

and delay slack, larger the power savings. Control path/random logic circuits
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typically have large delay slacks and a substantial fraction of non-critical gates,

and hence are well-suited for this approach. As an example, application of

clustered voltage scaling to seven random logic modules on the Mpact1 media

processor offered a 47% reduction in the power dissipated in those modules

[Igarashi97]. The corresponding critical and non-critical gate voltages are 3.3V

and 1.9V respectively. The savings were attributed to (i) 76% of the total gates

being non-critical, enabling their voltage to be scaled, and (ii) substantial delay

slacks, enabling the lower voltage to scale significantly (by 42%) below 3.3V

to 1.9V.

1.  Mpact is a trademark of Toshiba Corporation, Japan.

FIGURE  18 Clustered voltage scaling applied to a typical DSP MAC architecture.
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A majority of DSP datapath circuits typically have regular logic structures

and hence do not possess high fractions of non-critical gates or large critical-

to-non-critical path delay slacks. As an example, Figure 19 illustrates this

behavior for a Booth-recoded Wallace tree multiplier’s delay distribution as a

function of its output bit positions [Ardekani93]. The semi-circular shape of

this delay “wavefront” implies that only non-critical CSAs very close to the

Least Significant Bit (LSB) and Most Significant Bit (MSB) positions will

likely benefit from clustered voltage scaling. The extent to which the lower

operating voltage can be scaled diminishes as we approach the central (critical

path) bit positions. Since the majority of a Wallace tree’s CSAs are concen-

trated in and around the central bit positions, the fraction of non-critical CSAs

is significantly small, particularly for short bit-width multipliers which domi-

nate DSPs. Therefore, (i) the maximum achievable dynamic power savings is

limited, and (ii) any power savings obtained may be offset by the power pen-

alty due to the slightly increased interconnect capacitances (because of the seg-

regated high and low voltage channels in the layout [Igarashi97]) as well as the

insertion of level converters at the high/low swing interfaces. These factors

make clustered voltage scaling unattractive for most DSP datapath circuits.

4.3 The Mixed Swing QuadRail Methodology

The common motive behind both the architecture-driven voltage scaling and

clustered voltage scaling approaches is to achieve dynamic power savings by

employing multiple voltages, while still retaining their logic gate implementa-

tions unchanged. In this thesis, we investigate the usage of multiple voltages
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within a single gate to perform standard digital logic functions, specifically,

datapath primitives. We demonstrate the ability to voltage scale more effec-

tively than static CMOS well into the deep-submicron regime, offering sub-

stantial energy/operation reduction for static CMOS datapath circuits.

A multiple voltage circuit methodology calledMixed Swing QuadRail is

investigated, which addresses maximum possible voltage scaling in standard

submicron CMOS and SOI fabrication processes, without warranting any tech-

nology modifications. The described architecture requires four (as the name

QuadRail suggests) power supply rails to be distributed, in order to expand the

degrees of freedom available in the power-delay space of static CMOS circuits.

Logic gates are implemented in multiple stages by intermixing high and low

voltage signals (as the nameMixed Swing suggests) and substantial savings in

dynamic power compared to static CMOS is obtained by driving capacitive

FIGURE  19 Booth-recoded Wallace tree delay distribution vs. output bit-position.
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loads at the gate outputs at reduced voltage swings [Carley94], [Krishna96a],

[Krishna96b].

The essence of the Mixed Swing QuadRail methodology is that it allows

exploitation of the best aspects of both voltage scaling and full swing static

CMOS within a single logic gate. Figure 20 shows the Mixed Swing QuadRail

gate architecture, consisting of a logic stage operating between the high-swing-

ing power rails (i.e., Vd1-Vs1 = Vlogic) and a driver/buffer stage operating

between the low-swinging power rails (i.e., Vd2-Vs2 = Vbuffer). The logic and

buffer voltages are approximately centered to maximize noise margins and

equalize rising and falling delays in either stage. The voltage swings are opti-

mally selected to allow a small static current to flow in the logic stage, striking

a balance between static power dissipation and performance. PMOS devices in

both stages are ratioed wider than the NMOS devices to roughly equalize their

respective drive capabilities. The buffer transistor widths are ratioed by a factor

k (≥ 1) relative to that of logic stage transistors for improved buffer current

over-drive. Each stage has its own n-well in order to minimize body effect on

the PMOS devices, whereas the NMOS devices reside in the native p-substrate,

staying compatible with conventional submicron n-well processes. Further, all

devices in the logic and buffer stages are oriented in the same direction to min-

imize threshold voltage mismatches.

The buffer stage is essentially a static CMOS inverter, but with high-swing-

ing inputs (Vlogic) and low-swinging outputs (Vbuffer). From Figure 20, the

buffer stage gate-source on-drive voltage is approximately (Vlogic + Vbuffer)/2

whereas the capacitive load voltage swing is only Vbuffer. In submicron pro-
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cesses, for a given load capacitance and transistor aspect ratios, the buffer stage

delay is related to load voltage swing and on-drive voltage as follows

[Krishna97]:

(EQ 5)

where Vt is the threshold voltage andn is the velocity saturation index.n indi-

cates the degree of carrier velocity saturation of the transistors, and is close to

FIGURE  20 Mixed Swing QuadRail (a) non-inverting and (b) inverting gate architectures.
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1.0 in deep-submicron processes. Thus, on-drive currents are approximately

linearly related to on-drive voltage, as opposed to the full quadratic depen-

dence in long channel (>1µm feature size) devices [Bakoglu90]. Therefore, the

ratio of load voltage swing to on-drive currents arelower than full-swing

(Vlogic) static CMOS, offering improved rise/fall delays at the output nodes. In

addition, the reduced load voltage swing offers buffer stage dynamic and short-

circuit power reduction, bounded by the ratio of Vlogic to Vbuffer. This enables

Vbuffer to be scaled well below the sum of the threshold voltages of the NMOS

and PMOS devices while still retaining good switching performance compared

to static CMOS.

The logic stage is identical to a CMOS inverting/non-inverting gate topol-

ogy, except it has low-swinging inputs (Vbuffer) and high-swinging outputs

(Vlogic), exploiting the fact that the transition region of a static CMOS gate is

smaller than the complete input swing range. Similar to the buffer stage, for a

given load capacitance and transistor aspect ratios, the logic stage delay is

related to load voltage swing and on-drive voltage as follows [Krishna97]:

(EQ 6)

Since the on-drive voltage is the same as that of the buffer stage, the relatively

higher output swing causes the ratio of load voltage swing to on-drive currents

to behigher than full-swing (Vlogic) static CMOS, making rise/fall delays at

the output nodes larger.

Delay iclog stage–

V iclog

V iclog Vbuffer+

2
--------------------------------------- Vt– 
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As feature sizes continue to shrink, both delay and power are becoming

increasingly interconnect capacitance dominated rather than gate capacitance

dominated. This is mainly because interconnect capacitance, dominated by

coupling and fringing components, scales much slower than gate capacitance.

This dominance causes the buffer stage’s input gate capacitance to become less

significant compared to the fraction of total load capacitance that is due to

interconnect. Therefore, in current and future submicron processes, the buffer

stage delay and power is becoming increasingly dominant over logic stage

delay and power. This causesoverall delay and power (i.e., sum of logic and

buffer stage delay and power) toimprove relative to full-swing static CMOS

with process scaling. The delay and power savings increase with interconnect

dominance and deep velocity saturation, both of which are inevitable in future

deep-submicron processes. In addition, since the methodology is static and sin-

gle-ended, the effective switched capacitance per cycle is identical to its equiv-

alent full-swing static CMOS implementation. Therefore, the dynamic power

savings achieved due to reduced output swing are not offset by an increase in

any of the other parameters that impact dynamic power, unlike dynamic and/or

fully-differential techniques. These factors make the Mixed Swing QuadRail

approach best suited for large datapath circuits such as Wallace tree multipli-

ers, where the buffer stage delay and power dominate due to the substantial

interconnect capacitances at their gate outputs.

These advantages come with a modest layout area penalty that is incurred

in bulk-CMOS processes because of the requirement for two n-wells within

each gate as opposed to a single n-well required by its static CMOS counter-
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part. The area penalty is because of inter-well spacing design rules: wells

maintained at different potentials require to be spaced far apart to avoid any

possible encroachment caused by lateral diffusion of the implant atoms during

ion-implantation of the wells [Sze83]. For a 16*16 Wallace tree multiplier in a

0.5µm bulk-CMOS process (implementation details to be described in

Chapter 7), this results in an area penalty of nearly 10% over static CMOS.

However, this penalty is non-existent in SOI processes due to the absence of

wells. This is because the NMOS and PMOS devices are fabricated in local p-

type and n-type “islands” respectively, grown epitaxially on an insulated sub-

strate [Sze83]. This enables the sources of different deviceswithin an “island”

to be tied to different potentials while still satisfying only their inter-device

spacing requirements.

4.4 Mixed Swing QuadRail Power-Delay Trend

In order to illustrate the ability of the Mixed Swing QuadRail methodology to

voltage scale more aggressively relative to static CMOS, Figure 21 shows the

delay and power (at 100 MHz withα=1) of an example QuadRail and static

CMOS AOI222 gate as a function of interconnect load capacitance in a com-

mercial 3V,0.5µm bulk-CMOS process. 1-4X sized buffer transistors and inter-

connect capacitances in the range of 0-1pF are considered in both cases. The

operating voltages are selected to approximately equalize their delays at any

load capacitance. Delay and power are obtained through HSPICE simulations

using Level13, BSIM1 models.
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It is observed that with increasing interconnect load capacitance, both

QuadRail and static CMOS delays increase with the same steepness, but Quad-

Rail’s rate of power increase is significantly lower than static CMOS due to the

reduced load voltage swing. Thus, at Cload = 1pF, with equal delays, a 3.3X

energy/operation reduction is obtained compared to static CMOS. The savings

are even higher as interconnect capacitance increases beyond our range of

analysis. At small loads (< 50fF), static CMOS and QuadRail power dissipa-

tion are almost equal at equal delays: this is due to QuadRail’s logic stage static

power, which becomes comparable to the buffer stage power. These observa-

tions are validated through experimental measurements (to within 10% of these

HSPICE simulations) on a test-chip with chains of 17 AOI222 gates in static

CMOS and QuadRail driving a range of interconnect loads (0.25mm, 0.5mm,

1.0mm and 2.0mm long, 1.2µm wide metal2 interconnects) fabricated in the

0.5µm process. Figure 22 shows the test-chip microphotograph, fabrication

process characteristics, and sample measured input/output waveforms.

4.5 Multi-staged Mixed Swing QuadRail

The Mixed Swing QuadRail methodology, in general, can be extended to three

(or more) stages as shown in Figure 23 to allow larger voltage differences

between the highest and lowest swing stages by using intermediate logic

stages. The intermediate stages can be either tapered CMOS buffers/inverters

or logic gates. Because the buffer’s input swing is increased, the gate’s output

drive is greater for a given buffer transistor size. Any number of high voltage

logic stages can be cascaded to form more complex functions, and followed by
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a buffer stage to deliver the output to the next gate. However, each additional

stage requires its own independent pair of power rails which must be routed to

all circuits sharing this methodology. Further, every additional voltage swing

FIGURE  21 QuadRail vs. static CMOS AOI222 delay and power vs. interconnect Cload trend.
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requires either an explicit off-chip power supply or an on-chip series regulation

mechanism. These factors make three- or higher-staged Mixed Swing Quad-

Rail economically unattractive for most DSP datapath circuits. These

approaches are best suited for constructing complex boolean functions (And/

Nand-Or/Nor-Invert configurations) which are widely used in large control

FIGURE  22 AOI222 test-chip microphotograph, process characteristics, and sample measured
waveforms.
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path/random logic circuits and which typically require tapered/buffered multi-

staged gate implementations.

4.6 Alternate Mixed Swing Gate Architectures

The static, single-ended Mixed Swing QuadRail methodology described above

renders itself well-suited for large datapath circuits such as multipliers and

FIGURE  23 Multi-stage QuadRail (a) inverting and (b) non-inverting gate architectures.
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MACs, where interconnect capacitance dominates gate capacitance. However,

there exists a whole gamut of small datapath operators such as adders and

adder variants such as subtractors and comparators, where interconnect capaci-

tance is significantly lower than gate capacitance. In order to reduce their

energy/operation compared to static CMOS, Cascode Voltage Switch Logic

(CVSL)-based and Domino/Pass-transistor Logic-based TriRail methodologies

(employing three power supply rails) are investigated. The inherent speed

advantages of CVSL [Heller84] and domino [Goncalves83] styles over static

CMOS makes the proposed mixed swing counterparts best suited for small,

short bit-width adders when energy/operation savings are sought compared to

static CMOS.

4.6.1 Cascode Voltage Switch Logic-based TriRail

Figure 24 illustrates the static, fully-differential, CVSL-based TriRail gate

architecture, where the logic stage is essentially a conventional CVSL imple-

mentation operating between a regular, high-swing supply (Vd1-Vs1) except

that it has low-swinging true/complimentary inputs (Vd2-Vs1), making this a

three-rail configuration. Vd2 is selected to be large enough to switch the CVSL

tree for a given Vd1 and Vs1. The CVSL tree’s high-swinging outputs (Y and

Y’ in Figure 24) form the control signal inputs to a pass-transistor-based buffer

stage to regenerate the low swinging true/complementary outputs and drive the

load capacitances at the reduced swing. The salient advantages of this

approach are:
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1. The inherently high-speed CVSL-based construction of the logic stage

offers rapid low-to-high-swing level conversion while simultaneously per-

forming the desired logic function.

2. The usage of NMOS devices only to implement the buffer stage offers

improved transconductance gain factors per unit transistor width than

equivalent static CMOS buffer stage, which requires both NMOS and

PMOS devices. Thus, the buffer stage input gate capacitance driven by the

high-swinging CVSL tree outputs is relatively lower, minimizing the logic

stage power consumption.

3. Since the buffer stage is PMOS-free, a single n-well is adequate to accom-

modate the two PMOS devices of the CVSL tree, offering a layout density

FIGURE  24 CVSL-based Mixed Swing TriRail gate architecture.
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improvement compared to the twin-well-based Mixed Swing QuadRail

approach.

However, since the CVSL architecture is fully-differential, true and com-

plimentary NMOS logic trees are required. Further, true and complimentary

signals require to be routed to every gate’s inputs. These constitute a substan-

tial layout area penalty, offsetting any area savings due to its single-well archi-

tecture. In addition, the fully-differential architecture implies that nearly twice

the effective capacitance is switched every cycle, since each CVSL tree

switches whenever its complementary tree switches. In fact, the effective

switched capacitance in CVSL architectures is observed to be slightly greater

than 2X due to the miller-coupling capacitance between the adjacently routed

true and complimentary signals [Heller84], [Chu87], [Soma97], causing both a

power and interconnect delay penalty. The increasing interconnect capacitance

dominance in future deep-submicron processes further aggravates these penal-

ties with process scaling. These factors make this approach unsuitable for large

datapath, where the delay and power penalties due to fully-differential imple-

mentation offsets any delay or power savings achieved due to the reduced volt-

age swing. The CVSL-based mixed swing approach is well suited for small,

short bit-width datapath such as adders, where the delay, power, and area pen-

alties due to differential signalling and routing are minimal. In Section 4.6.3,

we will demonstrate the energy/operation savings achieved by this approach

over static CMOS for a 16-b Ripple Carry Adder over a range of operating

voltages in the 0.5µm process.
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4.6.2 Domino/Pass-transistor Logic-based TriRail

Figure 25 shows the single-phase (precharge/evaluate) clocked, single-ended

domino/pass-transistor logic-based TriRail gate architecture. The domino

preamplifier stage, operating between a regular, high-swinging supply (Vd1-

Vs1), converts the single-ended low-swinging (Vd2-Vs1) inputs to high-

swinging true/complimentary outputs (AH,A’ H and BH,B’H in Figure 25). The

static CMOS feedback “keeper” inverters are for improved preamplifier noise

immunity against charge redistribution, and operate between the high-swing

supply. The logic and buffer stages are integrated into a conventional pass-tran-

FIGURE  25 Domino/Pass-transistor Logic-based TriRail gate architecture.
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sistor logic tree, except it has low-swinging pass signals and high-swinging

control signals. The pass-transistor logic tree generates the low-swinging sin-

gle-ended outputs and drives the load capacitances at the reduced swing. The

salient advantages of this approach are:

1. The inherently high-speed domino-based preamplifier construction offers

rapid low-to-high-swing level conversion to generate both true and compli-

mentary outputs, essential for performing pass-transistor-based logic func-

tions. Moreover, the relatively lower input gate capacitance and the absence

of a pull-up/pull-down transistor stack contention current (such as in static

CMOS) during switching offers further speed advantages.

2. Dynamic methodologies mandatorily precharge the output nodes every

cycle and conditionally discharge during the evaluation phase. Therefore,

there exists no spurious transitions within the preamplifier stage, although

the pass-transistor logic/buffer stage demonstrates sneak current paths clas-

sical to pass-transistor-based logic families that may contribute to spurious

transitions at the gate outputs [Izumikawa97], [Zimmer97].

3. The usage of NMOS devices only to implement the pass-transistor logic/

buffer stage offers improved transconductance gain factors per unit transis-

tor width than equivalent static CMOS logic/buffer stages, which requires

both NMOS and PMOS devices. Thus, the logic/buffer stage’s input gate

capacitance driven by the high-swinging domino preamplifier stage outputs

is relatively lower, minimizing the preamplifier power consumption.
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4. Since the logic/buffer stage is PMOS-free, a single n-well is adequate to

accommodate the preamplifier stage PMOS devices, offering a layout den-

sity improvement compared to the twin-well Mixed Swing QuadRail

approach.

However, although this gate architecture is externally single-ended, it is

internally fully-differential, since trueand complimentary signals are required

to construct pass-transistor logic trees. Therefore, the effective switched capac-

itance per cycle internally is nearly doubled. Further, domino approaches

inherently demonstrate higher switching activities than their static counter-

parts, since their output nodes are precharged and evaluated every cycle, inde-

pendent of input transition activity. Since the domino preamplifier’s outputs are

high-swinging, this constitutes a substantial dynamic power penalty. In addi-

tion, the domino preamplifier requires a high-swinging, single-phase clock

(whose switching activity is unity) which is routed to every gate’s precharge/

evaluate devices. The interconnect capacitance due to routing this clock cou-

pled with the precharge/evaluate device gate capacitances are charged/dis-

charged every cycle. The increasing dominance of interconnect capacitance in

future deep-submicron processes further aggravates the clock power penalty

with process scaling. These factors may offset any power savings achieved due

to the reduced load voltage swing in large datapath circuits. Therefore, the

domino/pass-transistor logic-based TriRail approach is best-suited for small,

short bit-width datapath such as adders, where the power penalties due to clock

routing and internal differential signalling are minimal. In the next section, we

study the energy/operation savings achieved by this approach over static
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CMOS for a 16-b Ripple Carry Adder over a range of operating voltages in the

0.5µm process.

4.6.3 Adder Power-Delay Comparisons

In order to illustrate the ability of the CVSL- and domino/pass-transistor-

based mixed swing methodologies to voltage scale more effectively relative to

static CMOS, Figure 26 shows the power-delay comparisons between these

techniques and static CMOS for a 16-bit Ripple Carry Adder in a commercial

3V, 0.5µm bulk-CMOS process. The comparisons are performed over a range

of operating voltages, and across 500 pseudo-random input vectors. Delay and

power are obtained through HSPICE simulations using Level13, BSIM1 mod-

els.

FIGURE  26 CVSL- and Domino/PTL-based TriRail vs. static CMOS power-delay comparisons.
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It is observed that both approaches offer power as well as delay savings

compared to static CMOS: while the power savings are predominantly due to

the reduced output swing, the delay savings are due to both reduced output

swing and the inherent speed advantage enjoyed by CVSL and domino logic

families over static CMOS. The energy/operation savings for the CVSL-based

approach ranges up to 1.62X. The domino/pass-transistor logic-based

approach, because of domino’s speed advantage over CVSL, allows increased

voltage scaling than the CVSL approach at a given clock frequency. Therefore,

the energy/operation savings are even higher, ranging up to 5.5X, i.e., nearly

3.5X better than the CVSL-based approach.

4.7 Summary

The usage of multiple power supply-based techniques for lowering the power

consumption of static CMOS circuits was explored in this chapter. We pre-

sented earliest work on driver/receiver circuits employing multiple voltages for

lowering the power consumption of off- and on-chip buses, essentially motivat-

ing the principle behind these techniques: reduced voltage swing across the

load capacitance contributing to a nearly linear or quadratic dynamic power

savings, depending on whether the low-swing voltage was locally generated

on-chip or delivered from an explicit off-chip supply. This was followed by an

examination of more recent work on employing multiple voltageswithin static

CMOS circuits, specifically, the architecture-driven voltage scaling and clus-

tered voltage scaling approaches. Advantages and limitations of these tech-

niques were analyzed, with an emphasis on their applicability to large datapath
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circuits such as Wallace tree multipliers. Further, it was observed that these

approaches employ multiple supplies within the circuit while still retaining the

logic gate architecture unchanged.

Mixed swing techniques were then introduced, which motivate the usage of

multiple voltages to construct standard digital logic gates, thereby exploiting

the best aspects of both static CMOS and voltage scaling at the gate level.

Static and dynamic, single-ended and fully-differential mixed swing tech-

niques were investigated for lowering the energy/operation of datapath opera-

tors. The operating principle behind these techniques was illustrated: perform

logic in multiple stages by intermixing high and low voltage signals while driv-

ing load capacitances at the gate outputs at reduced voltage swings.

A static, single-ended four power-supply-rail methodology called Mixed

Swing QuadRail was investigated for lowering the power consumption of

large, interconnect capacitance-dominated datapath operators such as Wallace

tree multipliers. Advantages and shortcomings were outlined and the potential

for high energy/operation savings relative to static CMOS, increasing with

interconnect capacitance dominance, was demonstrated on a AOI222 test-chip

fabricated in a 0.5µm bulk-CMOS process. CVSL-based and domino/pass-

transistor logic-based TriRail approaches were also presented and their advan-

tages and limitations were enumerated. Their ability to achieve substantial

energy/operation savings over small, gate capacitance-dominated static CMOS

datapath circuits was demonstrated on a 16-bit Ripple Carry Adder in the same

0.5µm process.
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As mentioned in previous chapters, lowering the energy/operation of large,

interconnect capacitance-dominated datapath circuits such as Wallace tree

multipliers is the central focus of this thesis. Therefore, in the remaining chap-

ters we focus our attention on the Mixed Swing QuadRail methodology and

explore the extent to which we can lower energy/operation in current and

future deep-submicron processes. In the next chapter, we develop optimization

strategies to minimize QuadRail’s energy/operation. In Chapter 6, we will

investigate low-voltage challenges to QuadRail in order to demonstrate its

practicality in future deep-submicron processes. Later, in Chapter 7, we per-

form power-delay comparisons between QuadRail and static CMOS on our

prototype MAC architecture described in Chapter 3, among other datapath cir-

cuits, to demonstrate the ability to achieve substantial energy/operation sav-

ings.
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5Mixed Swing Circuits:
Power-Delay Optimization

The Mixed Swing QuadRail methodology performs multi-staged logic within a

single gate by employing multiple operating voltage swings. Therefore, addi-

tional degrees of freedom are introduced into its power-delay optimization

space. Specifically, the logic and buffer stage transistor sizes and voltage

swings are our additional degrees of freedom. While the transistor sizes are

local to every QuadRail gate, the voltage swings are global across all QuadRail

gates within a circuit. This thesis focuses on interconnect dominated datapath

circuits, where both buffer stage delay and power significantly dominate over

their logic stage counterparts. In such circuits, the logic stage transistors are

typically sized minimum-width1 in order to minimize gate capacitance loading

on the fanin gates’ buffer stages. The buffer stage transistors, on the other

hand, require optimal sizing (i.e., wider than minimum-width) in order to min-

imize delay or power and to drive their large load capacitances with steep rise/

fall times. However, as buffer transistor sizes increase, logic stage delay and

power become comparable to the buffer stage delay and power. This is typi-

1.  Minimum-width for PMOS devices is typically 2-3X higher than the NMOS devices, since they
are ratioed to approximately equalize high/low noise margins and rise/fall times.
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cally addressed by (i) retaining the logic stage transistors as minimum-width

and inserting tapered static CMOS inverters between the logic and buffer

stages for improved buffer transistor current over-drive, and/or (ii) optimally

sizing the logic stage transistors as well. However, as we will demonstrate later

in Section 5.2.2, optimally sizing logic stage transistors in interconnect domi-

nated datapath circuits does not offer any tangible improvements on Quad-

Rail’s power-delay space. On the other hand, optimally sizing buffer stage

transistors is shown to offer substantial improvements on QuadRail’s power-

delay space. Therefore, we focus our attention on the additional degrees of

freedom that have maximal potential impact: logic and buffer stage operating

voltage swings and the buffer stage transistor sizes.

In this chapter we study the impact of these degrees of freedom on Quad-

Rail’s design space and explore opportunities to exploit them to minimize

QuadRail circuit energy/operation. Analytical models for QuadRail power and

delay are derived from submicron MOSFET I-V equations. These models are

essential because they enable (i) rapidly studying QuadRail power-delay space

trade-offs in current and future fabrication processes, and (ii) casting and solv-

ing a variety of QuadRail optimization problems, particularly for large circuits.

The accuracy of these models is demonstrated through comparisons with

HSPICE simulations using Level13, BSIM1 models. On the basis of these

models, QuadRail’s power-delay space is explored and optimal voltage scaling

and buffer transistor sizing strategies are developed to minimize energy/opera-

tion [Krishna97]. The effectiveness of these strategies is demonstrated on a

16*16+36-bit MAC circuit in a commercial 3V, 0.5µm bulk-CMOS process.
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5.1 Mixed Swing QuadRail Power, Delay Modeling

In this section, we develop QuadRail power and delay models from submicron

MOSFET model I-V equations, compare their accuracy to HSPICE simula-

tions, and evaluate power-delay trade-offs in QuadRail circuits. We propose to

model both QuadRail power and delay as posynomial functions of buffer tran-

sistor size. A posynomial function P(k) of a positive variable k∈R is defined as

[Ecker80]:

(EQ 7)

The coefficientsaj must be positive andbij must be real. Posynomial functions

exhibit the distinct property that a local minimum of the function is a guaran-

teed global minimum. Posynomial models for power and delay are widely used

for solving transistor sizing and gate sizing optimization problems for static

CMOS circuits [Fishburn85], [Sapatnekar93].

One traditional approach employed in transistor-level optimization prob-

lems to model CMOS circuits is by modeling CMOS gates as RC-trees

[Bakoglu90]. However, these models can deviate significantly from SPICE

simulations, yielding suboptimal solutions [Hoppe90]. This is primarily due to

not considering MOSFET short-channel effects which become significant at

submicron feature sizes. On the other hand, developing accurate short-channel

analytical models requires the usage of more precise MOSFET models, which

are not only time-consuming but also require special device parameter extrac-

tion procedures. Shockley’s square-law MOSFET model [Bakoglu90] is

P k( ) aj ki

bij

i 1=

m

∏⋅
j

∑=
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widely used for simple analytical treatment of CMOS circuits but does not

account for short-channel effects. Thenth-Power Law MOSFET model

[Sakurai90] has been proposed as an extension to the square-law model and

accounts for carrier velocity saturation and channel length modulation, both of

which are dominant short-channel effects in submicron devices. Here,n is the

velocity saturation index, a process-dependent parameter extracted from mea-

sured device I-V characteristics.n is approximately 1.0-1.5 for submicron pro-

cesses and increases towards 2.0 with voltage scaling. This model has shown

good agreement to measured I-V characteristics at least down to 0.25µm fea-

ture sizes.

We propose to employ thenth-Power Law model I-V equations to develop

our analytical formulations for QuadRail power and delay. Further, we take

into consideration input waveform slope (approximated as a ramp signal),

because of its significant contribution to delay and short circuit power

[Heden87]. Our models are derived as functions ofn, and hence they may be

used to explore QuadRail’s design space in various current and future submi-

cron processes.

5.1.1 Analytical Delay Model

Defining ∆ as the separation between rails2, i.e., Vd1-Vd2 = Vs2-Vs1 from

Figure 20, andλ as the channel length modulation factor, the differential equa-

2.  For simplicity, we assume a single∆ in our derivation. The resulting delay model can be modified
for unequal NMOS and PMOS threshold voltages by substituting∆ with ∆1 = Vd1-Vd2 for pull-up
delay and∆2 = Vs2-Vs1 for pull-down delay, for both logic and buffer stages.
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tion governing the logic stage’s output node charging/discharging is given by

[Sakurai90]:

(EQ 8)

where,Cin is the input gate capacitance of a unit-sized buffer andk is the width

of the buffer transistors relative to a unit-sized buffer, such thatk.Cin is the

buffer stage’s input capacitance. Parasitic source/drain capacitances for the

logic stage are accounted for ink.Cin. Vout is the time varying voltage across the

buffer stage input capacitance,β1 is the equivalent transconductance gain fac-

tor of the logic stage for short-channel devices [Sakurai91],tT is the input rise/

fall time, Vt1 is the logic stage threshold voltage3, andn is the velocity satura-

tion index. Solving the above first order differential equation yields the expres-

sion for 50% rising/falling delay of the logic stage as follows:

3.  Similar to [Sakurai90], we assume NMOS and PMOS threshold voltages to be equal in our deri-
vation. For unequal threshold voltages, Vt1 in Equation 8 is appropriately replaced by Vt1NMOS or
|Vt1PMOS|.

k Cin

dVout
dt

----------------⋅ ⋅ =

β1
2

------ ∆ Vbuffer
t

tT
-----⋅ Vt1–+ 

 n
1 λ Vout⋅+( )⋅ ⋅
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(EQ 9)

Similarly, buffer stage 50% rising/falling delay expression is derived from its

governing charging/discharging first-order differential equation [Sakurai90]:

(EQ 10)

where Cload is the QuadRail gate’s load capacitance. Solving Equation 10

yields the buffer stage 50% rising/falling delay expression, given by:

(EQ 11)

Delay iclog =
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where, t1(r/f) is the logic stage output’s 10% to 90% rise/fall time, given by:

(EQ 12)

whereβ is the transconductance gain factor of a unit-sized transistor,Vt2 is the

buffer stage threshold voltage4, andm is an empirically fitted constant for a

given set of voltage swings5.

4.  Logic and buffer stage threshold voltages, i.e,Vt1 andVt2 are different because opposite type
devices are in conduction in either stage for any input combination that causes a transition at the out-
put.

5.  Since only a portion of the logic stage output’s slope affects the buffer stage delay, the input
waveform slope’s contribution is empirically fitted through HSPICE Level13, BSIM1 models in our
analysis.

t1 r f⁄( )

2 k Cin⋅ ⋅

β1 λ⋅
------------------------ 1

∆ Vbuffer Vt1–+( )n
------------------------------------------------------⋅ ⋅

0.9V iclog
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Increasing the buffer transistor size (k) leads to increased loading on the

logic stage and hence logic stage delay. This, however, improves the buffer cur-

rent drive, thereby decreasing buffer stage delay. Thus,QuadRail delay is a

posynomial function of buffer transistor size (k)and there exists a delay opti-

mumat which delay is minimized.

5.1.2 Analytical Power Model

The dynamic power dissipated by a QuadRail gate driving a load capacitance

Cload can be expressed as the sum of the energies drawn by each stage from

their respective supply rails over one clock cycle [Chandra95], i.e.,

(EQ 13)

where,α is the switching activity andfclk is the input signal frequency. Para-

sitic source/drain capacitances for the buffer stage are accounted for inCload.

The short-circuit power in the logic stage is given by [Sakurai90]:

(EQ 14)

where, Vdrive is the gate-source on-drive voltage, i.e., (Vlogic + Vbuffer)/2.

Equation 14 converges to the static CMOS short circuit power expression in

[Sakurai90] when Vbuffer = Vlogic. Static power dissipation in the logic stage is

given by:

(EQ 15)

Pdyn α= k Cin V iclog( )2 f clk +⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

α Cload Vbuffer( )2⋅ ⋅ f clk⋅

Psc α 1
n 1+
------------ 1

2
n 1–

---------------
β1
2

------ Vdrive 2Vt1–( )n 1+
tT f clk⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅=

Pstatic I off V iclog⋅=
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where, Ioff is the logic stage off-current. If the logic stage gate-source off-drive

voltage, i.e., (Vlogic - Vbuffer)/2, is lesser (greater) thanVt1, the off devices are

in subthreshold (strong inversion). Both short-circuit and static power dissipa-

tion are negligible for the buffer stage due to its reduced voltage swing and

negative off-drive voltage respectively. As the buffer transistor size (k)

increases, logic stage loading increases, increasing its dynamic power. This,

however, decreases the buffer’s output transition time and hence the input tran-

sition times for all fanout logic stages (tT in Equation 14, which is a function of

1/k), thereby reducing their short circuit power; the larger the number of

fanouts, the more significant this reduction. Then, total QuadRail power con-

sumption may be modeled as:

(EQ 16)

From Equation 7 and Equation 16 we observe thatQuadRail power dissi-

pation is also a posynomial function of buffer transistor size (k)and there

exists a global power optimumat which power is minimized.

5.1.3 Accuracy of Power, Delay models

In this section, we present comparisons of our models with HSPICE simula-

tions using Level13, BSIM1 models in the 0.5µm process. Through measure-

ments on the QuadRail test-chip described in Chapter 4 and HSPICE

simulations using Level13, BSIM1 models, the value ofn for this process was

determined to be approximately 2.0 for voltages≤ 3.0V. An experimental

QuadRail circuit setup is considered for the comparisons as shown in

Figure 27. The setup consists of a 6-input And-Or (AO222) gate cascade cir-

Ptotal Pdyn Pstatic Psc+ + A k⋅ B
C
k
----+ += =
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cuit. The driving gate drives all the fanout gates’ inputs in addition to a capaci-

tive load of 300fF (corresponding to approximately 2500µm of metal1

interconnect in the 0.5µm process). The fanout gates have unit-sized buffer

transistors. Figure 28 shows the power (at 50MHz withα = 1) and delay for

this setup obtained at one operating point: Vlogic = 2.2V and Vbuffer= 0.8V. The

models show good agreement to HSPICE simulation results; the optimal buffer

transistor sizes (power optimum anddelay optimum) predicted by our models

is within 2% of HSPICE results over a range of operating voltages (up to 3.0V)

and capacitive loads studied. Note that both our models and HSPICE simula-

tions correctly show a less steeper delay penalty for over-sizing than under-siz-

ing as expected. This is due to the relative dominance of the logic and buffer

stage delays in the total delay expression (Equation 9 and Equation 11 respec-

tively).

FIGURE  27 QuadRail 6-input AND-OR (AO222) gate and AO222 experimental circuit setup.
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5.1.4 Exploring QuadRail Power-Delay Space Trade-offs

In this section, we will employ our power and delay models to study the impact

of our degrees of freedom on QuadRail’s power-delay space and evaluate the

power-delay trade-offs in the 0.5µm process. Figure 29 shows the delay and

power for the same circuit setup as in Figure 27 obtained from our models with

Vbuffer = 0.8V, buffer transistor size(k) for the driving gate varying from 1X

(minimum-width buffers) up to 10X, and Vlogic varying from 1.5-3.0V. Also

shown in Figure 29 are snapshots of the delay and power as a function of buffer

transistor size at Vlogic = 1.5V and Vlogic = 3.0V. Some important conclusions

can be drawn from these graphs:

• As Vlogic approaches 3.0V, on-drive currents of both logic and buffer stages

is increased, leading to reduced delays, despite an increase in the off-cur-

rents. Scaling Vlogic towards 1.5V causes a hyperbolic delay increase in

FIGURE  28 QuadRail delay, power models compared to HSPICE Level13, BSIM1 simulations.
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FIGURE  29 AO222 circuit delay and power vs. Vlogic and buffer transistor size (k).
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both logic and buffer stages, classical to static CMOS-based gate topolo-

gies [Bakoglu90].

• As Vlogic approaches 3.0V, the increased buffer drive currents flatten the

delay curve, i.e, the delay becomes less convex with increasing Vlogic.

Hence, although an optimal buffer transistor size exists at high logic stage

voltage swings, the delay improvement obtained is not significant. Scaling

Vlogic towards 1.5V, i.e., tighter logic stage turn-off, causes steep delay

penalties for non-optimal sizing, both for over- and under-sized buffers.

The delay penalties for not sizing the buffer transistors at theirdelay opti-

mum become more severe with even smaller buffer voltage swings (i.e., <

0.8V) or increased capacitive loads. Section 5.2.2 describes our approach

for optimal buffer transistor sizing in QuadRail.

• As Vlogic approaches 3.0V, short-circuit dissipation of the fanout gates is a

significant component of total circuit power. This is particularly true with

minimum-width buffers. When buffer transistor size is increased beyond

minimum width, the driving gate’s output edge becomes steeper lowering

the short-circuit power of the fanout gates and hence total power. When

buffer size increases beyond thepower optimum, dynamic power due to

increased capacitive load dominates and total power starts increasing

monotonically with buffer transistor size. Scaling Vlogic towards 1.5V

diminishes short-circuit power nearly cubically, and power penalty due to

unit-sized buffers also diminishes. Thus, at reduced voltages, although

there exists apower optimum,it is very close to minimum size.
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• As Vlogic approaches 3.0V, separation between logic and buffer stage

swings is increased. Consequently, totempole off-currents in logic stage are

substantially increased beyond nominal leakage currents. The increased

static power may dominate total power. Moreover, the increased static cur-

rents reduce the steepness of the transfer characteristics and degrade noise

margins. Scaling Vlogic towards 1.5V causes improved turn-off lowering

both static and dynamic power dissipation. Thus, selection of Vlogic for a

given Vbuffer or vice versa involves careful consideration of static currents

and noise margin degradation. Selection of Vbuffer itself is determined by

minimum noise margin requirements and target clock frequency con-

straints. Section 5.2.1 describes our approach for optimal voltage scaling in

QuadRail.

5.1.5 QuadRail Power-Delay Product, Energy-Delay Product Trade-offs

We now examine the effect of our degrees of freedom on QuadRail circuit

power-delay product (PDP), i.e., power*delay, and energy-delay product

(EDP), i.e., power*(delay)2, two commonly employed metrics to compare

power-delay trade-offs between circuit methodologies [Horowitz94], [Ko95].

Figure 30 shows the PDP and EDP for the same experimental setup as in

Figure 27. Since Vlogic has orthogonal effects on power and delay, and since

both QuadRail power and delay are posynomial functions of buffer transistor

size, QuadRail PDP and EDP are two-dimensional posynomial functions

[Ecker80] of Vlogic and buffer transistor size, i.e., there exists global optimal

Vlogic andk values at which PDP and EDP are minimized. Both non-optimal

voltage scaling and buffer transistor sizing causes steep PDP/EDP penalties,
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emphasizing the importance of optimally selecting these quantities both from

power and delay perspectives.

5.2 Mixed Swing QuadRail Optimization

For Mixed Swing QuadRail circuits, we assume the logic voltage swing to be

the same as the power supply of peripheral static CMOS circuits to ensure I/O

compatibility between QuadRail and the different static CMOS modules on-

chip as well as off-chip. From a power savings point of view we would like to

operate at the absolute smallest Vbuffer and Vlogic possible under noise margin

constraints. Unfortunately, aggressive delay constraints may require a larger

Vbuffer and Vlogic for increased buffer drive currents, forcing the designer to

pay the quadratic dynamic power penalty. Given a global Vlogic specification,

FIGURE  30 AO222 circuit PDP and EDP vs. Vlogic and buffer transistor size (k).
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we describe in this section, strategies to optimally select Vbufferand buffer tran-

sistor sizes. We then demonstrate their effectiveness in optimizing the energy/

operation of a 16*16+36-bit MAC circuit in the 0.5µm process, given various

target clock frequencies. We do not place a constraint on total active area usage

during optimization, but this feature can be introduced easily at the cost of

obtaining sub-optimal solutions [Hoppe90].

5.2.1 Optimal Voltage Scaling

As mentioned in Section 5.1.4, selection of Vlogic and Vbuffer in QuadRail is

critical for optimizing static power as well as noise margin degradation. In

order to ensure adequately turned-off devices in the logic stage, we must

restrict the off-currents to a small fraction of the average on-drive currents,

striking a balance between static and dynamic power. Figure 31 shows the ratio

of logic stage totempole off-current (Ioff) to the worst-case on-drive current

(Ion) for various Vlogic and Vbuffer values for the QuadRail gate in Figure 27 in

the 0.5µm process, obtained through HSPICE simulations. It is observed that

all graphs have two distinct regions - a steeply falling region, where Ioff falls

quadratically with Vlogic due to strong inversion, and a flat region where Ioff

falls exponentially with Vlogic, due to sub-threshold conduction. Ion falls lin-

early with Vlogic in both regions. Selecting an Ioff/Ion ratio defines unique

buffer voltage swings at these logic voltage swings; the smaller this ratio, the

better the turn-off.

If α is the circuit switching activity and Nd is the average logic gate depth

per pipeline stage for a QuadRail circuit, the optimal Ioff/Ion ratio to balance

static and dynamic power, is given similar to [Burr91] as:
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(EQ 17)

As an example, Ioff/Ion ratios of 0.025 (corresponding to the "knee" points)

and 0.1 are chosen from Figure 31, corresponding toα = 0.025 and 0.1 respec-

tively (since we are considering a single QuadRail gate in Figure 31, Nd = 1 for

this case). The static currents are approximately 2.5% and 10% of the average

on-drive currents. Figure 32 shows these example points on a Vlogic vs. Vbuffer

plot. It is observed that the graphs are approximately linear, and each point on

this line defines a unique pair of voltage swings satisfying the desired Ioff/Ion

ratio. In general, any QuadRail circuit with an activity factorα and an average

FIGURE  31 Off- to on-drive current ratios vs. logic stage voltage.
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gate depth Nd is mapped onto the Vlogic vs. Vbufferspace as an approximate lin-

ear plot, having the form:

(EQ 18)

where,δ is an empirically fitted constant and the optimal Ioff/Ion ratio for that

circuit is defined by Equation 17 and is the same at every point on the linear

plot. Note that as the Ioff/Ion ratio approaches zero, Vlogic approaches Vbuffer,

i.e., fully static CMOS operation. Exactly which operating point (Vbuffer,

Vlogic) is selected on this line depends on the designer’s target clock frequency

specifications; tighter delay constraints will force selection of higher voltage

swings requiring higher power penalties. Thus, scaling down operating logic

and buffer voltage swings along this line offers an efficient technique for

simultaneous reduction of static and dynamic power, without degrading noise

margins while ensuring adequately tight turn-off characteristics.

5.2.2 Optimal Buffer Transistor Sizing

From Equation 11 it is seen that for large load capacitances, typical along criti-

cal delay paths of digital circuits, minimum-width buffers have inadequate cur-

rent drives and high delays. Since QuadRail delay is modeled as a posynomial

function of buffer transistor size, there exists an optimal buffer size for which

delay is minimized. Thisdelay optimum is computed for every critical path

gate as follows:

V iclog Vbuffer δ
I off
I on
----------

optimal

2Vt1⋅ ⋅+≈
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From Equation 9-Equation 12, total QuadRail gate delay can be expressed

as:

(EQ 19)

where, A, B, and C are the other design factors and process parameters

independent ofk from Equation 9-Equation 12. This posynomial expression

has a global minimum, which is thedelay optimum, given by:

(EQ 20)

The optimal buffer transistor size depends on , , and is a non-

linear function of the voltage swings. Since QuadRail power is also a posyno-

FIGURE  32 Logic vs. buffer stage voltage swing with Ioff/Ion = 0.025 and 0.10.
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mial function of buffer size, there exists a value ofk, for which power is also

minimized. In general, larger the fanout, larger the delay and power reduction

obtained due to sizing the driving buffers at theirdelay and power optima.

Thus, a QuadRail circuit with all transistors sized minimally is neither delay

optimal nor power optimal, and increasing the buffer transistor size towards the

delay optimum simultaneously offers a delay and power reduction. This contin-

ues until power starts to increase monotonically beyond thepower optimum.

Figure 33(a) illustrates this behavior for an example critical circuit delay path

containing a 2-input AND gate driving a 500fF capacitive load in addition to a

single fanout. Also shown are thepower anddelay optima for the AND gate

for Vlogic = 2.2V and Vbuffer= 0.8V in the 0.5µm process. Increasing the AND

gate’s buffer transistor size beyond unit-size to itspower optimum of 2X offers

only a slight reduction (< 2%) in its contribution to total power. However, siz-

ing the buffer transistors at theirdelay optimum of 5X offers a 2.2X reduction

in its contribution to critical path delay. Increasing the AND gate’s buffer tran-

sistor size beyond thepower optimum to thedelay optimum costs additional

dynamic power in its logic stage; the power penalty due to delay optimal sizing

is 15% higher than with minimum-sized buffers. Figure 33(b) illustrates the

impact of optimally sizing both the logic stage and buffer stage transistors for

the same experimental setup. For the same range of buffer transistor sizes (1X-

10X), the corresponding optimal logic transistor sizes to minimize delay are

determined through HSPICE simulations using Level 13, BSIM1 models. The

optimal logic transistors sizes are shown under their respective buffer sizes in

Figure 33(b). It is observed that since the delay and power are concentrated at

the buffer stage, optimal logic stage sizing does not significantly impact delay
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FIGURE  33 Optimal (a) buffer transistor sizing and (b) buffer and logic transistor sizing for an
example critical circuit delay path.
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or power. Thus, for buffer sizes in the range 1X-3X, the optimal logic transistor

size continues to remain minimum-width (1X). For buffer sizes beyond 3X,

logic stage delay’s contribution becomes significant requiring it to be upsized

beyond minimum-width to its optimum. However, the delay improvement

achieved is only 1.047X (4.5%) at the buffer stagedelay optimum of 5X. This

is because of the continued buffer stage delay dominance. It is only beyond the

buffer stagedelay optimum of 5X that optimal logic transistor sizing offers any

tangible delay savings, wherein logic stage delay is a significant portion of

total delay. However, as mentioned earlier in this section, buffer sizes beyond

the delay optimum result in both power and delay penalties and are therefore

best avoided. Further, increasing the logic transistor sizes beyond minimum-

width causes a monotonic power penalty, since it increases both the logic stage

short-circuit power and the dynamic power of the fanin gate’s buffer stages.

Thus, optimal logic transistor sizing does not offer any significant improve-

ments on the power-delay space beyond that offered by optimal buffer transis-

tor sizing.

The effect of optimal voltage scaling and buffer transistor sizing on Quad-

Rail’s power-delay characteristics was first demonstrated on a 17-net

ISCAS’85 combinational benchmark circuit (c17) [Brglez85] in the 0.5µm

process, achieving up to 2.2X improvement in energy/operation [Krishna97].

Motivated by these results, we examine the effectiveness of these optimization

techniques for a 16*16+36-bit QuadRail MAC implemented in our prototype

architecture in the 0.5µm process.
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5.2.3 16*16+36-bit MAC Optimization

The optimal voltage scaling and buffer transistor sizing techniques are applied

to the QuadRail Wallace tree multiplier of a 16*16+36-bit MAC in the 0.5µm

process. Implementation details will be described in Chapter 7. Optimal buffer

transistor sizes are computed analytically for the Booth encoders, Booth multi-

plexors, and CSAs within the multiplier on the basis of Diva extracted parasitic

capacitances at their outputs from the fully placed and routed MAC layout. A

standard cell library of these primitives with multiple buffer sizes adopting a

single cell footprint is created; thus, buffer resizing does not entail any layout

modifications. A range of logic and buffer voltage swings is considered (Vlogic

= 1.5-3.0V and Vbuffer = 0.8-2.1V), governed by the affine relationship Vlogic =

Vbuffer + 0.9 for Vlogic = 3.0V, 2.5V, and 2.0V and by the affine relationship

Vlogic = Vbuffer + 0.7 at Vlogic = 1.5V, corresponding to an optimal Ioff/Ion ratio

of 0.006667 (1/150). This is because with Vlogic scaling, static power domi-

nance increases relative to dynamic and short-circuit power, requiring a tighter

turnoff at lower Vlogic to maintain the same optimal Ioff/Ion ratio.

Since the MAC was fabricated in the 0.5µm process, optimal sizing is per-

formed at one operating point (Vlogic = 3V, Vbuffer = 2.1V) and then optimally

voltage scaled. Figure 34 shows the multiplier power vs. Tclk characteristics

for unit-sized buffer transistors (right), and with buffer transistors sized opti-

mally (left), over our range of voltage swings. Power and delay are measured

across 500 pseudo-random input vectors. Optimal scaling and sizing is

observed to offer an essentially diagonal movement of the power-delay charac-

teristics towards the origin, i.e., lower power for a target delay specification or
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improved speed for a target power budget. From Figure 34, we observe that

despite optimal sizing at one set of voltages, our optimization techniques offer

up to 1.45X reduction in energy/operation. For this range of voltages, up to

1.4X improvement in maximum operable speed is obtained. Further energy/

operation improvements are achievable for a given clock frequency througha

priori  determination of the required operating voltages and then performing

optimal sizing at those voltage swings.

FIGURE  34 Effect of optimization techniques on QuadRail power-delay characteristics.
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5.3 Summary

In this chapter, we explored the design space of Mixed Swing QuadRail and

outlined optimization strategies for minimizing QuadRail circuit energy/opera-

tion and hence maximizing the potential energy/operation savings against

static CMOS. Analytical posynomial power and delay formulations were

derived for QuadRail from thenth-Power Law submicron MOSFET model I-V

equations, that enabled studying the power-delay trade-offs in current and

future fabrication processes. The accuracy of these models was demonstrated

through comparisons with HSPICE simulations using Level13, BSIM1 mod-

els. The impact of QuadRail’s degrees of freedom on the power, delay,

power*delay product, and energy*delay product space of mixed swing circuits

were investigated and optimal voltage scaling and buffer transistor sizing

approaches to minimize QuadRail circuit energy/operation were developed.

Their effectiveness was demonstrated on a 16*16+36-bit MAC circuit fabri-

cated in a commercial 3V, 0.5µm bulk-CMOS process.
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6Mixed Swing Circuits:
Low-Voltage Challenges

With feature sizes scaling well into the deep-submicron era,manufacturability

of digital circuits has become an increasingly important design concern. This

trend is particularly due to fluctuations in device and process parameters

caused by inevitable disturbances in the fabrication process and variations in

operating temperature. These fluctuations either result in the manufactured cir-

cuit not successfully performing the desired function (characterized asfunc-

tional yield loss) or not meeting the target performance specifications (e.g.,

clock frequency, power dissipation) across worst-case process and temperature

corners (characterized asparametric yield loss). With scaling feature sizes

these fluctuations either remain non-scalable or worsen, making it an increas-

ingly formidable research challenge to minimize the associated yield losses

[Maly96], [Strojwas96].

Device and process parameter variations have raised yet another increas-

ingly important design concern in deep-submicron processes:noise immunity.

Degradation of digital circuit noise margins across worst-case process and tem-

perature corners have contributed to a significant noise immunity loss with

scaling feature sizes. The non-scalability or worsening of these fluctuations
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with process scaling has made designing for signal integrity an increasingly

formidable research challenge as well [Shepard96].

Both manufacturability and noise immunity worsen with voltage scaling,

due to the increased dispersion in circuit operating frequency, power dissipa-

tion, and noise margins across worst-case process and temperature corners at

reduced voltages. This makes design for manufacturability and noise immunity

all the more important in low-voltage deep-submicron circuits [Kakumu90],

[Yan95], [Strojwas96].

In this chapter, we examine these two low-voltages challenges to study the

practicality of mixed swing methodologies. Worst-case analysis is performed

on a 16*16+36-bit MAC implemented in our prototype architecture, to study

the manufacturability and noise immunity of Mixed Swing QuadRail relative

to static CMOS in a 0.5µm bulk-CMOS process. For improved low-voltage

manufacturability of QuadRail circuits in future deep-submicron processes, a

series regulation technique is developed for local on-chip generation of Quad-

Rail’s low-swing power rails. This approach electronically offsets threshold

voltage variations across the worst-case process/temperature corners. The

series regulated approach, in essence, makes Mixed Swing QuadRail a self-

contained methodology which can replace full-swing static CMOS operating

between a regular, high-swing supply without warranting any fabrication pro-

cess or system-level modifications.
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6.1 Mixed Swing QuadRail Manufacturability

Of prime importance amongst all device and process parameter fluctuations are

intra-die and inter-die MOSFET threshold voltage variations, since these

worsen at least linearly with scaling feature sizes, becoming comparable to the

threshold voltages themselves [Eisele95], [Yan95], [Strojwas96], [Tang96].

The increasing threshold variations results in substantial circuit delay and

power dispersion across worst-case process and temperature corners [Sun94],

[Davari96], [Frank97], only to be aggravated with voltage scaling due to the

increased variations in transistor on-drive currents. The delay and power dis-

persions, therefore, contribute significantly to parametric yield degradation,

particularly at low operating voltages, and more so with process scaling.

In this section, we quantify the power and delay dispersion for both static

CMOS and Mixed Swing QuadRail across worst-case - Slow-NMOS-Slow-

PMOS (SNSP) and Fast-NMOS-Fast-PMOS (FNFP) - process and tempera-

ture corners in a 0.5µm process. Table 1 shows the process and temperature

corners for this process (Note that the FNFP and SNSP corners represent the

worst-case power and delay scenarios respectively). The worst-case power/

delay corners are formulated on the basis of FNFP and SNSP corner parameter

variations data provided by PDF Solutions, Inc. [Michaels96]. Figure 36 shows

the threshold voltage, transconductance gain factor, and saturation region on-

drive current variations data, emphasizing the substantial parameter fluctua-

tions. The static CMOS vs. QuadRail worst-case analysis is performed on the

Wallace tree multiplier of a 16*16+36-bit MAC in the 0.5µm process, over a
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FIGURE  35 NMOS vs. PMOS Vt, β, and IDS variations.
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range of voltages. Implementation details will be described in Chapter 7.

Figure 36 show the static CMOS and QuadRail power-delay dispersion

obtained through HSPICE simulations using Level13, BSIM1 models across

TABLE 1. Nominal and worst-case process and temperature corners in the 0.5µm CMOS process.

parameter nominal FNFP SNSP

temperature (˙C) 25 0 125

Tox (Å) 96 91 101

∆L (µm) 0 -0.04 +0.04

∆W (µm) 0 +0.06 -0.06

nMOS-Vt (V) +0.70 +0.60 +0.80

pMOS-Vt (V) -0.90 -0.80 -1.00

FIGURE  36 Static CMOS vs. QuadRail worst-case analysis in 0.5µm process.
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500 pseudo-random vectors. Both CMOS and QuadRail demonstrate similar

delay and power dispersions at high voltage swings. However, at reduced

swings, dispersions are slightly lower for QuadRail: at Vlogic=1.5V,

Vbuffer=0.8V, we observe a power*delay dispersion of 10.88X for QuadRail as

opposed to 12.6X for CMOS (corresponding Vdd=1.5V), i.e., about 1.2X bet-

ter. This is primarily due to the reduced load voltage swings of QuadRail gates,

causing the power and delay sensitivities to process and temperature corners to

decrease approximately linearly with decreasing ratios of buffer to logic volt-

age swings. Thus, the Mixed Swing QuadRail approach demonstrates a mod-

estly better low-voltage parametric yield than static CMOS. However, further

containment of the delay and power dispersions will be essential in future low-

voltage deep-submicron processes, because of the increasing threshold varia-

tions. This motivates the necessity for electronically offsetting the threshold

variations in QuadRail, resulting in the development of an on-chip series regu-

lated QuadRail methodology.

6.2 Series Regulated QuadRail Methodology

The Mixed Swing QuadRail methodology as described earlier employs explicit

off-chip power supplies for the logic and buffer stages, which source their

respective load capacitance charging/discharging currents. This approach

offers a nearly quadratic reduction in buffer stage dynamic power since there

exists no DC path between the high and low voltage supplies. However, this

methodology has three limitations:
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• Employing additional explicit off-chip supplies and its associated pin and

pad requirements add to the total system cost and hence economically unat-

tractive.

• When the buffer voltages are scaled well below the sum of the threshold

voltages of NMOS and PMOS devices, the low-voltage off-chip supply is

prone to significant inefficiencies, particularly if the drive-current require-

ments are high (e.g., if the buffer voltage supply delivers the drive-currents

of many on-chip QuadRail circuits). This degrades overall system power

efficiency.

• Due to the lack of any on-chip regulation (the separation between the sup-

plies remains fixed), this methodology suffers from significant dispersions

in delay and power at reduced operating voltages across worst-case process

and temperature corners, contributing significantly to parametric yield deg-

radation. Although the dispersions are modestly better than static CMOS,

this is still a cause for concern in future deep-submicron processes.

In order to overcome these limitations, an on-chip series regulation

approach is developed for locally generating the buffer stage low-voltage sup-

ply for Mixed Swing QuadRail. Figure 37 shows the series regulated QuadRail

methodology. Figure 38 shows the series regulator circuit. For a given high-

swing voltage (Vd1-Vs1), the low-swing rail voltages (Vd2 and Vs2) are ser-

voed to maintain a fixed ratio of off- to average on-drive current (Ioff/Ion)

within the QuadRail circuit, essentially implementing the optimal voltage scal-

ing approach described in Chapter 5. The transistor pairs (M3:M4) and

(M7:M8) are ratioed Nx:1x, where 1x is the minimum-width transistor and N
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is the desired Ion/Ioff for the QuadRail circuit. By selecting the Ioff/Ion ratio to

be the ratio of switching activity to average gate depth of the QuadRail circuit,

static and dynamic power are approximately balanced, minimizing the total

circuit energy/operation. This maximizes the energy/operation savings com-

pared to an equivalent static CMOS implementation operating between Vd1-

Vs1 for a target clock frequency constraint. Further, this achieves the same

goal of minimizing total energy/operation as the technological speed compen-

sation solutions to voltage scaling [Liu93], [Burr94], [Gu96], [Frank97]

described in Chapter 2, but without mandating any process recipe modifica-

tions. The current mirror devices (M1:M2) and (M5:M6) are ratioed 1:1. M9

and M10 provide the DC series path between the power rails and are sized to

be able to source/sink the peak on-drive current requirement of the QuadRail

FIGURE  37 Series Regulated Mixed Swing QuadRail methodology.
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circuit. All devices within the QuadRail circuit and the series regulator are ori-

ented identically to minimize threshold voltage mismatches between them.

This is critical because threshold mismatches between regulating and regulated

circuits prevents effective electronic offset of threshold variations in any regu-

lated circuit. Local inter-rail decoupling capacitors (Cd) are inserted to reduce

rippling on the low-swing power rails due to simultaneous switching noise on

the high- and low-swing power rails. M11 and M12 are sleep-mode enable

devices that are disabled (SLP=Vs1) during normal operation. During power-

down mode (SLP=Vd1), the low-swing power rails are shorted to the high-

swing power rails, eliminating the DC path power consumption that exists dur-

ing normal operating mode. This reduces QuadRail’s sleep-mode power to that

of full-swing static CMOS leakage power. Conventional static CMOS leakage

FIGURE  38 Ioff/Ion ratio based Series Regulator circuit.
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power reduction techniques can be adopted to further lower this sleep-mode

power [Kuroda96], [Shigematsu97]. In order to demonstrate the series regu-

lated QuadRail operation, Figure 39 shows sample waveforms from the off-

chip high-voltage power rails and the on-chip series regulated low-voltage

power rails, measured on the same 16*16+36-bit MAC fabricated in series reg-

ulated QuadRail in the 0.5µm process. Inter-rail MOS decoupling capacitors,

4pF each, are inserted to control the peak-peak simultaneous switching noise

on the regulated power rails to within 8% of the rail-to-rail swing. Greater

power/ground bounce suppression can be achieved at the cost of layout area

through the insertion on larger inter-rail decoupling capacitors.

In order to study its impact on manufacturability relative to static CMOS

and the off-chip regulated QuadRail approaches, worst-case process and tem-

FIGURE  39 0.5µm 16*16+36-bit series regulated QuadRail MAC measured power-rail waveforms.
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perature corner analysis is performed on the same Wallace tree multiplier of a

16*16+36-bit MAC in the 0.5µm process, but implemented with series regula-

tion. The same process and temperature corners from Table 1 are employed

here. Figure 40 shows the power-delay dispersion obtained through HSPICE

simulations using Level13, BSIM1 models over the same 500 pseudo-random

vectors. Series regulated QuadRail shows almost the same (1.04X lower)

power*delay dispersion across corners compared to static CMOS and off-chip

regulated QuadRail at Vlogic=3V, Vbuffer=2.1V. With voltage scaling, the dis-

persion remains well controlled because the series regulator adjusts the low-

voltage power rails to effectively offset the threshold variations while main-

taining the desired Ioff/Ion ratio across process and temperature corners. At

Vlogic=1.5V, Vbuffer=0.8V, the power*delay dispersion is 1.8X (1.55X) lower

FIGURE  40 Series Regulated QuadRail worst-case analysis in 0.5µm process.
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than static CMOS (off-chip regulated QuadRail), demonstrating significantly

improved low-voltage manufacturability.

6.3 Mixed Swing QuadRail Noise Immunity

We next address the other important low-voltage challenge to the practicality

of mixed swing methodologies, viz., Noise Immunity. Figure 41 shows the

QuadRail logic stage, buffer stage, and combined DC transfer characteristics of

a CSA for Vlogic = 1.5V, Vbuffer = 0.8V in the 0.5µm process. Despite static

current in the logic stage, the transfer characteristics are observed to be sharp,

with fully restored outputs, due to multiple stages of gain. High and Low noise

margins are almost equal and are approximately half of the buffer voltage

swing (Vbuffer/2). Therefore, the lower bound on Vbuffer is set by the minimum

permissible noise margin constraints [Kakumu90].

Although QuadRail’s absolute noise margins are lower than that of an

equivalent static CMOS gate operating at Vlogic (which are approximately

Vlogic/2), primary sources of intrinsic digital circuit noise are also lower. In

order to compare their relative noise immunity, a worst-case analysis is per-

formed on a static CMOS and QuadRail CSA from within the Wallace tree

multiplier of the 0.5µm 16*16+36-bit MAC. The goal is to study noise margin

degradation of the static CMOS and QuadRail CSAs across Fast-NMOS-Slow-

PMOS (FNSP) and Slow-NMOS-Fast-PMOS (SNFP) process and temperature
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FIGURE  41 QuadRail logic stage, buffer stage, and combined DC transfer characteristics in 0.5µm
process.
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corners (Table 2), which represent the worst-casenoise corners. The noise cor-

ners are formulated on the basis of FNSP and SNFP corner parameters data

provided by PDF Solutions, Inc. [Michaels96]. Note that FNSP and SNFP cor-

ners assume no variations in gate-oxide thickness (Tox), channel length (∆L),

and channel width (∆W): this is due to the strong correlation between NMOS

and PMOS devices in these parameter variations that precludes them from

varying in opposite directions [Maly90]. On the other hand, variations in

NMOS and PMOS threshold voltages do not exhibit a strong correlation and

hence vary in opposite directions. Figure 35 explains this trend: NMOS and

PMOS threshold voltage variations display a weak correlation, whereas their

transconductance gain factors display a strong correlation due to several com-

mon process parameters affecting both [Bakoglu90]. The overall impact of the

variations is astrongly correlated variation in the NMOS and PMOS saturation

region on-drive currents.

Figure 42 shows the High and Low noise margin dispersions across the

worst-case corners for the static CMOS and QuadRail CSAs, superimposed on

their respective nominal DC transfer characteristics. The analysis is conducted

TABLE 2. Nominal and worst-case process and temperature noise corners in the 0.5µm CMOS process.

parameter Typical FNSP SNFP

temperature (°C) 25 125 125

Tox (Å) 96 96 96

∆L (µm) 0 0 0

∆W (µm) 0 0 0

NMOS-Vt (V) +0.70 +0.60 +0.8

PMOS-Vt (V) -0.90 -1.00 -0.8
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at static CMOS Vdd = 1.5V and QuadRail Vlogic = 1.5V, Vbuffer = 0.8V in the

0.5µm process. The worst-case degradation in High and Low noise margins for

static CMOS is observed to be 90mV and 95mV respectively, while the nomi-

nal noise margins are approximately 750mV. For QuadRail the corresponding

High and Low noise margin degradations are 101mV and 103mV respectively,

while the nominal noise margins are approximately 400mV.

It is observed that the fraction of nominal noise margins lost across worst-

case corners is significantly higher for QuadRail. However, absolutenoise

marginsacross worst-case corners are not indicative ofnoise immunity, since

primary sources of intrinsic digital circuit noise scale atleast linearly with

reduced operating voltages [Bakoglu85], [Bakoglu90], [Shepard96]. In order

to perform a realistic worst-case noise immunity analysis, we consider realistic

worst-case intrinsic sources of noise within the static CMOS and QuadRail

FIGURE  42 Static CMOS vs. QuadRail noise margin dispersions across worst-case corners.
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16*16+36-bit MACs for the same operating conditions. The three primary

sources of noise considered are (i) power/ground bounce, (ii) signal crosstalk,

and (iii) substrate coupling [Bakoglu90]. On the basis of experimental mea-

surements on the 16*16+36-bit MAC fabricated in the 0.5µm process and

commercial low-voltage noise data [Stanisic97], [Nicol97], worst-case noise

within the static CMOS and QuadRail MACs are computed, shown in Table 3.

Figure 43 shows the leftover worst-case noise margins after allocating these

noise values superimposed on the worst-case DC transfer characteristics from

Figure 42. We define leftover worst-case noise margins as:

(EQ 21)

where,  and  are the worst-case Low and High noise mar-

gin degradations across corners respectively. Assuming the noise sources to be

mutually exclusive and cumulative (catastrophic noise scenario), the leftover

noise margins for static CMOS and QuadRail are computed as:

TABLE 3. Worst-case noise data for the 16*16+36-bit static CMOS and QuadRail MACs.

noise source
static CMOS
Vdd = 1.5V

QuadRail
Vlogic = 1.5V, Vbuffer = 0.8V

Power/ground bounce (across 500 pseudo-random
vectors)

±60 mV ±31 mV

Signal crosstalk (1mm, minimum-spaced, metal2
interconnects switching antiphase)

±50 mV ±14 mV

Substrate coupling (±250 mV injected Vsource-bulk) ±61 mV ±61 mV

NMleftover

NMnominal–

max NML deg– NMH deg–,( ) +

Noiseworst case–

=

NML deg– NMH deg–
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(EQ 22)

(EQ 23)

From Equation 22 and Equation 23, it is observed that the leftover worst-

case noise margins for static CMOS and QuadRail CSAs across process, tem-

perature, and noise corners is 484mV and 192mV respectively. This corre-

sponds to nearly 64% of the nominal noise margins for static CMOS and 48%

FIGURE  43 Leftover noise margins for the static CMOS and QuadRail CSAs.
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for QuadRail, and is indicative of their respective noise immunity. Since a sub-

stantial fraction of the nominal noise margins are still leftover, both methodol-

ogies possess adequately high low-voltage noise immunity. However, to

compensate for QuadRail’s lower leftover noise margins, noise sources need to

be controlled more tightly than in the equivalent static CMOS MAC: additional

on-chip despiking capacitors, more effective shielding between the QuadRail

and peripheral static CMOS circuits through extensive guard-banding and

employing ‘noise-aware’ CAD tools that can assess noise-prone regions within

QuadRail circuits and design to meet target worst-case noise margins

[Bakoglu90], [Stanisic93], [Su93], [Shepard96]. This is required to enable fur-

ther reliable voltage scaling of QuadRail circuits while maintaining the same

fraction of leftover noise margins as static CMOS circuits.

6.4 Summary

Deep-submicron low-voltage practicality challenges to Mixed Swing Quad-

Rail, specifically manufacturability and noise immunity, were investigated in

this chapter. A worst-case analysis is performed on QuadRail as well as static

CMOS to study their relative manufacturability and noise immunity in the

0.5µm process. The worst-case power, delay, and noise process and tempera-

ture corners were formulated on the basis of industrial parameter variations

data.

A modestly lower power*delay dispersion is demonstrated for QuadRail

over static CMOS at low voltages. However, further containment of the delay

and power dispersions in future processes was noted to be essential for
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improved low-voltage manufacturability. Therefore, an on-chip series regula-

tion approach with sleep-mode control was developed for Mixed Swing Quad-

Rail for locally generating the buffer stage low-voltage supply. This technique

electronically offsets threshold voltage variations by adjusting the low-voltage

power rails, while maintaining a target Ioff/Ion ratio across the worst-case cor-

ners. Up to a 1.8X better low-voltage manufacturability was achieved relative

to static CMOS. Further, since the series regulated approach eliminates the

necessity for an additional off-chip power supply, Mixed Swing QuadRail is

transformed into a self-contained methodology which can replace full-swing

static CMOS operating between a regular, high-voltage supply without war-

ranting any technology or system-level modifications. Through the insertion of

inter-rail on-chip decoupling capacitors within the series regulator, peak-peak

power/ground bounce on the regulated low-voltage rails for a 16*16+36-bit

MAC was measured to be within 8% of the rail-to-rail swing. In the next chap-

ter, we will examine the energy/operation savings that the QuadRail methodol-

ogy, both with and without series regulation, can achieve over static CMOS

datapath circuits.

Worst-case high and low noise margin dispersions across the worst-case

corners were also studied for QuadRail and static CMOS CSAs from within

the Wallace tree multiplier of the 16*16+36-bit MAC. Through the superimpo-

sition of worst-case noise values on their worst-case DC transfer characteris-

tics, both the methodologies were observed to display adequately high low-

voltage noise immunity.
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7Mixed Swing Circuits:
Performance Analysis

In this chapter, we perform power-delay comparisons between mixed swing

and static CMOS methodologies to examine the achievable energy/operation

savings on datapath circuits. We begin the comparisons on our prototype

signed, fixed-point, DSP MAC architecture. By exploiting the increasing final-

adder-to-multiplier delay slack with voltage scaling in current and future sub-

micron processes, examined in Chapter 3, we demonstrate the ability to

achieve substantial reduction in the energy/operation of Wallace tree multipli-

ers over a range of operand bit-widths, process generations, and operating volt-

ages.

The comparisons are next extended to single-layer point-to-point data

buses and multi-layer multicast datapath nets within the floating-point units

(FPUs) of two industrial next-generation microprocessors with extensive mul-

timedia support, presently in design in a next-generation 0.16µm bulk-CMOS

process. The ability to voltage scale more effectively than static CMOS over a

wide range of input data switching activities for a target clock frequency is

demonstrated.
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7.1 DSP MAC Comparisons

In this section, we perform power-delay space comparisons between the static

CMOS and Mixed Swing QuadRail (both off-chip regulated and series regu-

lated) MACs. The comparisons are performed over a range of (i) MAC bit-

widths (8-24 bits), (ii) CMOS and fully-depleted SOI process generations

(0.5µm - 0.16µm), and (iii) process-defined operating voltages.

As observed in Chapter 3, the increasing dominance of interconnect capac-

itance over gate capacitance with process scaling makes the Wallace tree multi-

plier power a more and more dominant component of total power within our

prototype MAC architecture. Further, the final-adder-to-multiplier delay slack

increases with voltage scaling in current and future submicron processes, as

observed in Figure 15. This offers an opportunity to lower the multiplier power

consumption while retaining target throughput by exploiting this delay slack.

We exploit this by retaining the time-critical final adder as a fully static CMOS

implementation. The power-critical Wallace tree multiplier is implemented in

the off-chip regulated and series regulated Mixed Swing QuadRail approaches.

The QuadRail MAC implementations, shown in Figure 45(a) and Figure 45(b),

are compared against:

• a single-supply static CMOS MAC implementation operating on a single

voltage, as shown in Figure 45(c).

• architecture-driven voltage scaling-based dual-supply static CMOS where

the multiplier and final adder have separate power supplies to exploit the

delay slack between the multiplier and final adder, as shown in

Figure 45(d). We globally scale the final adder’s operating voltage (as
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above); the multiplier’s power supply is scaled until it’s delay equals the

final adder’s delay.

FIGURE  45 Static CMOS vs. Mixed Swing QuadRail power-delay comparison approaches.
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7.1.1 Static CMOS and QuadRail MAC Implementation Details

Figure 46 and Figure 47 shows the static CMOS and Mixed Swing QuadRail

implementations of the primitive building units of the multiplier: Booth

FIGURE  46 Static CMOS (a) Booth encoder, (b) multiplexor, and (c) CSA implementations.
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encoder, Booth multiplexor, and CSA. The Booth encoders and multiplexors

are implemented such that their outputs are delivered through a static CMOS

inverter, which is upsized to drive the desired load capacitance [Cavanagh84],

FIGURE  47 QuadRail (a) Booth encoder, (b) multiplexor, and (c) CSA implementations.
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[Larsson96]. The CSA construction is one of the most delay-, power-, and

area-efficient static CMOS implementations in literature [Montoye90],

[Zimmer97].

The input, output, and pipeline stage registers in both the static CMOS and

QuadRail MACs are identical and operate at the full-swing static CMOS volt-

age. This is in order to have high-swinging (CMOS level) I/Os to enable inter-

facing with external static CMOS circuitry without level conversion. The

registers are positive edge-triggered and constructed using the transmission-

gate-based master-slave D-flip-flop implementation [Bakoglu90], as shown in

Figure 48(a). Input registers for the QuadRail MAC alone have a low-swing

output inverter as shown in Figure 48(b) in order to feed the QuadRail multi-

plier with low-swing inputs. Although a QuadRail gate can receive a high-

swing input, this poses a signal crosstalk problem due to capacitive coupling

between the high-swing input signals and neighboring low-swing routed sig-

nals within the multiplier layout. By lowering the signal voltage at the output

of the input registers, we minimize the interaction between the high-swing

inputs and the interior low-swing signals. Asynchronous RESET provision is

introduced in both the static CMOS and QuadRail D-flip-flops, as shown in

Figure 48, in order to enable clearing the MAC registers during testing.

The static CMOS MAC is automatically generated and optimally cell-sized

by the commercial EPOCH1 datapath compiler using its custom standard cell

library and imported into the Cadence dfII2 IC design environment. The Quad-

1.  EPOCH is a trademark of Cascade Design Automation, Inc.
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Rail MAC layout is produced as follows: Structural Verilog-XL for the multi-

plier, extracted from the EPOCH datapath compiler, and the static CMOS final

adder compiled by EPOCH are floorplanned by Preview, global-placed-and-

routed by Block Ensemble, and detail-placed-and-routed by Cell3 Ensemble,

all inside the Cadence dfII environment. A custom QuadRail standard cell

library of the primitive building units for the multiplier (Figure 47 and

Figure 48(b)) is constructed for this purpose. Each standard cell is created with

a range of buffer transistor sizes (and hence drive strengths), but within a fixed

2.  dfII, Verilog-XL, Preview, Block Ensemble, and Cell3 Ensemble are trademarks of Cadence
Design Systems, Inc.

FIGURE  48 (a) Static CMOS/QuadRail and (b) QuadRail Input master-slave D-flip-flops.
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cell footprint in order to enable post-layout cell-sizing optimization without

requiring any layout modifications. On the basis of post-layout study of the

interconnect capacitance distribution within the QuadRail multiplier, extracted

by Diva, buffer transistors of the Booth encoders, multiplexors, and CSAs are

optimally cell-sized to minimize energy/operation, employing the approach

described in Chapter 5. Both the static CMOS and QuadRail MACs are 100%

over-the-cell routed, i.e., there exists no explicit routing channels in their lay-

outs. Since the QuadRail cells internally perform high-swing logic, 100% over-

the-cell routing involves careful layout considerations to minimize signal

crosstalk due to coupling between the interior high-swing logic and the low-

swing routed signals. Global metal1 obstruction regions over the high-swing

logic regions within each QuadRail cell are defined that prevents Cell3 Ensem-

ble from routing the low-swing signals over them, minimizing this coupling

although not fully eliminating it. Figure 49 shows the 16*16+36-bit static

CMOS and Mixed Swing QuadRail (off-chip regulated and series regulated)

FIGURE  49 0.5µm 16*16+36-bit static CMOS and Mixed Swing QuadRail MAC layouts.
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MAC layouts in the 0.5µm process. Figure 50 shows the interconnect capaci-

tance distributions within the static CMOS and QuadRail MACs extracted by

Diva. The distributions are similar, ensuring that conclusions drawn from

power-delay space comparisons between the two approaches are fair.

The Mixed Swing QuadRail MAC occupies approximately 10% higher

layout area than static CMOS. This is primarily due to the slightly larger areas

occupied by QuadRail’s cells due to their inter-well spacing constraints. The

series regulated QuadRail MAC occupies an additional 8% layout area because

of the series regulator circuit: this, however, is dominated by three on-chip 4pF

inter-rail MOS decoupling capacitors. Future deep-submicron processes, with

FIGURE  50 Static CMOS and QuadRail multiplier interconnect capacitance distributions.
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lower gate-oxide thicknesses, will offer higher MOS gate capacitance per unit

area, mitigating this penalty significantly.

7.1.2 Static CMOS vs. Mixed Swing QuadRail Power-Delay Comparisons

We next present power-delay comparisons between the static CMOS and

QuadRail approaches. We begin the comparisons with the 0.5µm process

16*16+36-bit MAC described in the previous section. Figure 51 shows the die

microphotographs of the static CMOS and off-chip regulated and series regu-

lated Mixed Swing QuadRail MACs fabricated in this process and the process

characteristics. The comparisons are performed over a range of operating volt-

FIGURE  51 0.5µm 16*16+36-bit static CMOS and QuadRail MAC die microphotographs.
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ages to establish a power-delay comparisonspace (rather than perform the

comparison at one operating voltage). Figure 52 shows the multiplier power vs.

operating clock frequency comparisons for single-supply CMOS vs. dual-sup-

FIGURE  52 Multiplier power vs. Tclk comparisons for single-supply CMOS vs. dual-supply CMOS
and QuadRail methodologies.
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ply CMOS and the QuadRail methodologies. Power and delay are measured

across 500 pseudo-random input vectors. Architecture-driven voltage scaling

offers energy/operation savings ranging from 1.39X at CMOS Vdd=3V up to

1.8X at CMOS Vdd=1.5V. The final-adder-to-multiplier delay slack permits the

multiplier’s voltage to scale below the final adder’s voltage offering this power

savings. The off-chip regulated QuadRail methodology demonstrates even

higher measured energy/operation savings ranging from 3.58X at Vlogic=2.5V,

Vbuffer=1.6V (corresponding to the maximum measured clock frequency of 67

MHz) up to 3.79X at Vlogic=1.5V, Vbuffer=0.8V. This is because, as we

observed in Chapter 4, QuadRail approach permits more effective voltage scal-

ing than static CMOS, with the savings improving with even further voltage

scaling. From the interconnect capacitance distributions of the static CMOS

and QuadRail multipliers (Figure 50), the average interconnect capacitance

within the multiplier is approximately 25fF. In addition, the average fanin gate

capacitance 3,2 CSA in this process is 31.05fF, making the average load capac-

itance per switching-output node approximately 56fF. Analysis of the switch-

ing activity within the multiplier using unit-delay-model-based transition

counting techniques reveals an activity factor of nearly 1.17, with up to 46% of

the total transitions being spurious [Pursley97]. These factors make the effec-

tive switched capacitance per cycle substantial; the reduced voltage swing

across this capacitance accounts for our energy/operation savings. In addition,

HSPICE simulations show that nearly 28% of the buffer stage power is short-

circuit power dissipation. The reduced buffer voltage swing, therefore, also

offers a nearly cubic reduction in its short-circuit power, contributing to further

energy/operation savings. The lower bounds for QuadRail voltage scaling (and
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hence maximum energy/operation savings) are limited by minimum noise mar-

gin constraints [Kakumu90].

At lower voltages, QuadRail demonstrates a small speed penalty. But the

operating voltages still correspond to the lowest energy/operation, since that is

our primary design goal. The delay penalty is because of the transition of the

worst-case delay from the final adder to the QuadRail multiplier at low volt-

ages. In the 0.5µm process, carrier velocity saturation is mitigated significantly

at low voltages. Therefore, devices exhibit a nearly quadratic reduction in drive

currents with voltage scaling. The lowered buffer voltage swing in the Quad-

Rail multiplier thus incurs the delay penalty with voltage scaling. However, as

we will shortly demonstrate, in future deep-submicron processes, drive current

reduction with voltage scaling is linear due to carrier velocity saturation even

at low voltages. This causes the final adder to remain the most time-critical

MAC component even at low voltages, hence eliminating QuadRail’s delay

penalty.

The series regulated QuadRail methodology demonstrates comparatively

lower measured energy/operation savings, ranging up to 2.55X (35% loss in

savings compared to off-chip regulated QuadRail) at Vlogic=1.5V,

Vbuffer=0.8V. This is due to the series regulator’s static power which causes the

buffer stage dynamic power savings to be linear rather than quadratic with volt-

age scaling. However, the nearly cubic short-circuit power reduction obtained

is still retained despite series regulation, accounting for a measured savings

slightly larger than linear. As we observed in Chapter 6, this methodology

eliminates the necessity for an additional off-chip power supply while offering
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significantly improved low-voltage manufacturability. Further, because of its

sleep-mode control, Series Regulated QuadRail’s standby power at

Vlogic=1.5V,Vbuffer=0.8V (152.5nW) is nearly three orders of magnitude lower

than off-chip regulated QuadRail’s standby power (143.8µW). This is because

of the absence of a totempole current path in the logic stage during sleep mode.

Figure 53 shows sample measured waveforms from the static CMOS and

QuadRail MACs in the 0.5µm process.

To study the impact of process scaling on QuadRail, HSPICE simulated

power-delay comparisons have been performed over three additional genera-

tions of commercial submicron processes: 3V,0.35µm bulk-CMOS;

2V,0.25µm fully-depleted SOI (FDSOI); and 0.16µm bulk-CMOS. Figure 54

shows the comparisons over a range of operating voltages in each process and

the associated process characteristics. For proprietary reasons, the 0.16µm

operating voltages and process details are not provided. Scaling feature sizes is

accompanied with a modest increase in energy/operation savings at or near the

FIGURE  53 Measured waveforms from static CMOS and QuadRail 0.5µm 16*16+36-bit MACs.
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FIGURE  54 0.35µm, 0.25µm, and 0.16µm multiplier power vs. Tclk comparisons for single-supply
CMOS vs. QuadRail methodologies.
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maximum process-permitted voltages. However, with voltage scaling, the

energy/operation improvement is substantial: series regulated QuadRail’s sav-

ings range up to 3.2X in 0.35µm, 3.45X in 0.25µm, and 3.8X in 0.16µm pro-

cesses. This is attributed to the following deep-submicron QuadRail trends:

• Increasing ratios of logic to buffer voltage swings with voltage scaling.

This leads to improved power savings with scaling feature sizes.

• Interconnect capacitance scaling slower than gate capacitance with process

scaling. This results in improving energy/operation savings due to driving

the load capacitances at reduced voltage swings.

• Carrier velocity saturation even at low voltages with scaling feature sizes.

Therefore, lowering the buffer voltage swing continues to offer the power

savings with process scaling, but with little or no impact on operating

speed, significantly improving the energy/operation savings.

• lesser static power penalty due to series regulation due to lower multiplier

on-drive current sourcing requirements with process scaling. Therefore,

series regulated QuadRail’s power-delay characteristics approach closer to

off-chip regulated QuadRail’s, making it more and more attractive in future

deep-submicron processes.

Figure 55 shows the series regulated QuadRail vs. previously published

16*16 multipliers energy/operation comparisons. Twenty of the lowest energy/

operation multipliers that exist in literature to date to the best of our knowledge

are displayed. These multipliers span a diverse spectrum of architectural, CAD

toolflow, logic family, and bulk-CMOS/SOI fabrication process choices. The

QuadRail approach offers a 3.3X lower energy/operation than the lowest
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energy/operation multiplier [Izumikawa97] in a comparable (0.25µm Lpoly)

process. To the best of our knowledge, the series regulated QuadRail 0.25µm

and 0.16µm implementations are the first to cross below the 10pJ/operation

barrier in standard submicron CMOS or SOI processes.

FIGURE  55 QuadRail vs. previous 16*16 multipliers energy/operation comparisons.
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We next present static CMOS vs. QuadRail power-delay comparisons for

the same MAC architecture, but across the range of bit-widths dominating

commercial DSPs. Specifically, we consider 8*8+18-bit and 24*24+56-bit

MACs in the 0.5µm process. Figure 56 and Figure 57 show the static CMOS

vs. off-chip regulated and series regulated QuadRail multiplier power vs. Tclk

comparisons for the 8*8+18-bit and 24*24+56-bit MACs respectively. Increas-

ing operand bit-widths offers improved energy/operation savings due to the

increasing effective switched capacitance per cycle, as we observed previously

in Figure 13. In addition, increasing operand bit-widths causes an increase in

the delay slack between the multiplier and final adder at low voltages, permit-

ting further buffer voltage scaling and hence further energy/operation savings.

Therefore, larger bit-width datapath circuits will benefit even further from the

QuadRail methodologies.

FIGURE  56 Single-supply CMOS vs. QuadRail Power vs. Tclk comparisons for 8*8+18-bit MAC.
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7.2 Microprocessor Floating-Point Units Comparisons

In this section, we describe the application of mixed voltage swing techniques

to (i) single-layer point-to-point data buses and (ii) multi-layer multicast datap-

ath nets within the floating-point units (FPUs) of two industrial next-genera-

tion microprocessors with extensive multimedia support in a 0.16µm bulk-

CMOS process. The microprocessors are presently in design, and are expected

to be announced in the 1999-2000 timeframe.

FPU data buses and multicast nets are becoming a substantial contributor to

total power in next-generation general-purpose microprocessors. This is prima-

rily because of the rapidly increasing integration of dedicated FPU-intensive

multimedia instructions in modern processors [Ultrasparc95], [Pentium97].

FIGURE  57 Single-supply CMOS vs. QuadRail Power vs. Tclk comparisons for 24*24+56-bit MAC.
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This has contributed to a significant increase in the physical capacitance

charged/discharged within and between functional units in the FPU. In order to

illustrate this, Figure 58 shows the FPU interconnect capacitance distribution

within one of the two 0.16µm processors that this study focuses on. Intercon-

nect capacitances are extracted through industrial in-house parasitic extractors

from the fully placed-and-routed FPU layout. Further, the extensive multime-

dia support being incorporated has also contributed to a significant increase in

the switching activities of FPUs, which were traditionally considered low

activity. The substantial physical capacitance coupled with the high switching

activities have made the effective switched capacitance per cycle, and hence

dynamic power dissipation, within the FPUs a dominant bottleneck in next-

generation microprocessors.

Figure 59 illustrates the generic experimental circuit setup, consisting of

fully placed-and-routed buses and multicast nets between functional units

within the FPU. The data buses are point-to-point and span a single metal layer

(typically metal3 or metal5). The multicast datapath nets are inter-unit signals

broadcasted to multiple receiving units and span across four metal layers (typi-

cally metal2 through metal5) in this six-metal-layer process. Full coverage of

the signal interconnect on the top and bottom is considered to maximize cou-

pling capacitance, thereby worst-casing performance and power dissipation.

Further, the signal interconnect is shielded on both neighboring sides through

grounded shield lines to minimize signal crosstalk. Signalling methodology is

fully-differential to minimize common-mode noise coupling. The setup is
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illustrated in Figure 60 and Figure 61 for a 10000µm metal5 data bus and

10473µm multicast datapath net from the FPU respectively.

Static and dynamic fully-differential mixed swing methodologies are

developed to implement driver and receiver circuits for the FPU data buses and

multicast nets to lower their power consumption. The approaches are compared

against static CMOS and proprietary dynamic mixed swing methodologies.

The power comparisons are at a target clock frequency of 1GHz at the nomi-

FIGURE  58 FPU interconnect capacitance distribution.
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nal-process, low-voltage, high-temperature corner. Specific case studies are

conducted on 4000µm, 8000µm, and 10000µm data buses and a 10473µm

multicast datapath net within the FPUs of the two processors. Optimal transis-

tor sizing of the driver and receiver circuits, and optimal repeater insertion and

wire sizing of the interconnects, are performed through in-house optimization

FIGURE  59 Experimental circuit setup: fully placed-and-routed buses and multicast nets.
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FIGURE  60 10000µm point-to-point FPU data bus experimental setup.
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toolsuites to minimize power consumption of each methodology while meeting

the target clock frequency constraint.

Figure 62 through Figure 65 shows the power comparisons between static

CMOS and the four mixed swing approaches developed in the 0.16µm process,

obtained through in-house circuit simulations using customized BSIM3v3

models. The comparisons are performed over a range of input data switching

activities (transitions per clock cycle) between 0.01 up to 1.0, and for two low-

voltage swing specifications: 150mV and 500mV.

It is observed that the dynamic mixed swing approaches consumehigher

power than static CMOS at low input data activities. This is due to the inher-

ently high switching activities of dynamic techniques, since output nodes are

precharged and evaluated every clock cycle. Moreover, the high clock power

required to drive the precharge/evaluate devices further penalizes their power

FIGURE  61 10473µm multicast FPU datapath net experimental setup.
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FIGURE  62 Power vs. input switching activity comparisons for 4000µm data bus.
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FIGURE  63 Power vs. input switching activity comparisons for 8000µm data bus.
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FIGURE  64 Power vs. input switching activity comparisons for 10000µm data bus.
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FIGURE  65 Power vs. input switching activity comparisons for 10473µm multicast net.
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consumption, offsetting any savings achieved due to the lowered interconnect

voltage swing. At high switching activities, dynamic techniques breakeven

with static CMOS, and offer modest savings only at activities very close to

unity. The lowest breakeven switching activity among the cases studied was

0.55. However, across several multimedia benchmarks the average switching

activities of these FPUs was determined to be approximately 0.40. Therefore,

dynamic mixed swing techniques consume higher power than full-swing static

CMOS if employed in the FPUs of these processors.

Static mixed swing techniques have the potential to offer substantial power

savings, because their switching activities are identical to that of static CMOS

and do not require precharge/evaluate clock signals. This enables the dynamic

power reduction achieved due to lower interconnect voltage swing to be maxi-

mally exploited, with the savings improving with increasing switching activi-

ties. At the average FPU switching activity of 0.40, the static mixed swing

techniques demonstrate power savings up to 3.4X for the 4000µm data bus

example and up to 5.6X for the 10473µm multicast net example, at the target

operating clock frequency of 1 GHz.

7.3 Summary

In this chapter, we explored the potential of mixed swing approaches to achieve

energy/operation savings over static CMOS datapath circuits. The studies were

conducted on two types of datapath circuits: (i) signed, fixed-point DSP multi-

plier-accumulators over a range of operand bit-widths, power supply voltages,

and commercial bulk-CMOS and fully-depleted SOI processes, and, (ii) data
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buses and multicast datapath nets of the floating-point units of two industrial

next-generation multimedia-enriched microprocessors presently in design in a

0.16µm bulk-CMOS process.

By exploiting the final-adder-to-multiplier delay slack for our prototype

MAC architecture, we investigated the ability of the off-chip regulated and

series regulated QuadRail methodologies to lower the energy/operation savings

of the power-critical Wallace tree multiplier over single-supply static CMOS

and architecture-driven voltage scaled, dual-supply static CMOS approaches.

The studies were performed on 8-24-bit MACs, since this range of bit-widths

dominates commercial DSPs. Through measurements on fabricated MACs and

intensive circuit simulations, substantial energy/operation savings were dem-

onstrated with the savings increasing with operand bit-widths. The compari-

sons were conducted over a range of operating voltages to study the impact of

our savings with voltage scaling. The increasing ratios of logic to buffer volt-

age swings was observed to offer improving energy/operation savings with

voltage scaling. The comparisons were extended across four submicron pro-

cess generations: 0.5µm bulk-CMOS, 0.35µm bulk-CMOS, 0.25µm FDSOI,

and 0.16µm bulk-CMOS. In addition, the series regulated QuadRail 16*16

Wallace tree multiplier’s energy/operation in these four processes were com-

pared against twenty of the lowest energy/operation 16*16 multipliers pub-

lished in literature. Increasing energy/operation savings with process scaling

was demonstrated and deep-submicron trends that contribute to further

improvements in QuadRail’s savings in future processes were outlined.
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Energy/operation comparisons were also performed on single-layer point-

to-point data buses and multi-layer multicast datapath nets within the FPUs of

two industrial next-generation multimedia-enriched microprocessors presently

in design in a 0.16µm bulk-CMOS process. The comparisons were conducted

over a range of input data switching activities at target clock frequency specifi-

cations. At an average switching activity of 0.40, up to 5.6X energy/operation

savings over static CMOS was demonstrated.
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8Conclusions

8.1 Thesis Summary

The portable communications industry’s vision of integrating a complete mul-

timedia complex on a single die, coupled with the desktop computing indus-

try’s vision of integrating more and more multimedia functionality onto

general purpose microprocessors has made lowering the power consumption of

DSP datapath circuits an increasingly important priority in current and future

fabrication processes. While fully-static CMOS techniques accompanied with

supply voltage scaling have been popular low-power design techniques over

the last decade, fundamental limitations impose a lower bound to their applica-

bility in future deep-submicron processes, motivating a strong necessity for

exploring alternate low-power datapath design methodologies.

This thesis has explored Mixed Swing techniques for lowering the energy/

operation of static CMOS datapath circuits in standard submicron bulk-CMOS

and SOI processes. Multiple power supply-based approaches were examined to

implement standard datapath primitive functions by intermixing high- and low-

voltage signal swings while driving interconnect and gate-fanout load capaci-
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tances at reduced voltage swings. We demonstrated that this approach allows

exploiting the best aspects of both static CMOS and voltage scaling within a

single gate. Static CMOS-, Domino/Pass-Transistor Logic-, and Cascode Volt-

age Switch Logic-based mixed swing techniques were investigated. A fully

static, single-ended, four-power-supply-rail methodology calledMixed Swing

QuadRail presented here was shown to offer substantial energy/operation sav-

ings on datapath circuits with interconnect capacitance dominance, e.g., Wal-

lace tree multipliers. A Domino/Pass-transistor Logic-based, single-phase

precharge/evaluate clocked, singe-ended methodology and a CVSL-based,

fully static, fully-differential methodology developed here was shown to offer

substantial energy/operation savings on datapath circuits with gate capacitance

dominance, e.g., adders and adder variants.

In order to explore the design space of multi-supply approaches, posyno-

mial power and delay formulations for Mixed Swing QuadRail were developed

using the nth-Power Law submicron MOSFET model and their accuracy vali-

dated through HSPICE simulations. Based on our models, optimal voltage

scaling and transistor sizing approaches were developed to minimize energy/

operation of mixed swing circuits. The importance of employing these optimi-

zation approaches, particularly in future low-voltage technologies, was moti-

vated through experimental results from a 16*16+36-bit Booth-recoded,

Wallace-tree DSP multiplier-accumulator (MAC) in a commercial 3V, 0.5µm

bulk-CMOS process.

Two of the most critical low-voltage practicality challenges to mixed swing

techniques - manufacturability and noise immunity - were addressed. Worst-
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case process and temperature corners were developed and a relative manufac-

turability and noise immunity analysis performed on static CMOS and Mixed

Swing QuadRail. A modestly better low-voltage manufacturability and ade-

quately high low-voltage noise immunity was demonstrated for QuadRail. For

further improvement in manufacturability, a series regulation approach for

Mixed Swing QuadRail was developed to effectively offset threshold voltage

variations across worst-case corners. Up to a 1.8X better low-voltage manufac-

turability was achieved relative to static CMOS. Further, the series regulated

approach eliminated the necessity for an additional explicit off-chip power

supply, transforming Mixed Swing QuadRail into a self-contained methodol-

ogy which can replace full-swing static CMOS operating between a regular,

high-voltage supply without warranting any technology or system-level modi-

fications.

Through fabricated datapath integrated circuits and intensive circuit simu-

lations in commercial bulk-CMOS and SOI processes, we demonstrate the

ability of off-chip regulated and on-chip series regulated mixed swing tech-

niques to voltage-scale more aggressively than static CMOS well into the

deep-submicron regime. Substantial energy/operation savings were achieved

for Wallace tree multipliers of DSP MACs over a range of operand bit-widths,

power supply voltages, and technology generations down until 0.16µm Lpoly

(0.12µm Leff) feature sizes. Substantial power savings were also achieved over

static CMOS on point-to-point data buses and multicast datapath nets within

the floating-point units of two industrial 0.16µm next-generation microproces-
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sors with extensive multimedia support, over a range of operating voltages and

input data switching activities for target clock frequency specifications.

8.2 Future Directions

The research work explored in this thesis can be extended in a number of future

directions:

• The feasibility of applying our mixed swing techniques beyond the domain

of short bit-width datapath circuits should be investigated. Wider datapath

operators, commonly employed in general-purpose processor integer and

floating-point execution units, and control-path circuits with substantial

interconnect capacitance are prime candidates for lowering energy/opera-

tion by exploiting mixed swing techniques. The increasing interconnect

dominance within these circuits makes lowering their energy/operation all

the more crucial in future deep-submicron processes.

• Alternate static, single-ended mixed swing methodologies to achieve even

further energy/operation savings should be explored, particularly for vari-

able throughput, data-driven signal processing datapath. The Mixed Swing

QuadRail suffers from a modest static power penalty in the logic stage that

is eliminated during sleep mode by the series regulator. In data-driven sig-

nal processing circuits, where throughput varies as a function of workload,

sleep mode is not always enabled during inactivity, since very frequent

transitions may occur between active and standby operation modes. In such

applications, this static power penalty may be prohibitive. Some of the
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ongoing research along this direction on investigating mixed swing pass-

transistor logic-based techniques are outlined in [Carley97].

• While the ideas presented in this thesis have examined intermixing high-

and low-voltage signals to perform datapath primitive logic functions, an

improved form of clustered voltage scaling [Usami97] may be investigated

to achieve further energy/operation savings, by intermixing static CMOS

and mixed swing primitives within the same datapath. Due to the relatively

lower absolute noise margins of mixed swing methodologies, this will

involve careful ‘noise-aware’ layout of the datapath. Ongoing research

along this direction addressing the associated physical CAD challenges are

outlined in [Rutenbar97].
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